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Drive launched to restore Murray Middle auditorium
With the dual intention of both renovation
and restoration, a committee of parents,
teachers, and alumni has taken on the
Murray Middle School auditorium.
The unusual two-fold purpose recognizes
the importance of providing a superior performance facility for the students who attend
the Murray City Schools while honoring the
auditorium's historic past.
Although an extensive renovation and
new construction project is currently underway at Murray Middle School, it does not
include renovating the auditorium. Public

funds cannot be used on the auditorium as it ties of the annual "Showboat" variety shows
is not regarded as "essential classroom the students put on in the 40s and 50s, her
space" by the Kentucky Department of junior class play, and the times students
stood on stage to receive honors of one sort
Education.
"I think it's terribly important that we do and another. She pointed out that middle
this now," said Sharon M. Wells, a member schools today aren't built with auditoriums.
"The students today deserve the same
of the committee and a Murray High School
es we had," she said.
opportuniti
has
deterioauditorium
"The
1958 graduate.
Wayne Benningfield, the school district's
rated badly because the state doesn't give the
school system money to keep it up. Like a lot assistant superintendent for operations, is
of people I have wonderful memories of working with the committee. He estimates
that the project will cost $350,000. The
what I did in that room."
Wells said she had especially fond memo- committee hopes to raise that money from

MMS Photo

the community and MHS alumni. Several
contributions were made when the project
was announced at the all-class reunion held

at Murray

III See Page 2A

State parks
to begin
using
homegrown
products

Woman's Club
sets October
political forum
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Calloway County residents will
have a chance to hear from some
political candidates later into the
campaign season when the Murray
Woman's Club hosts its annual
forum.
The candidate
forum will fea'ture the state's
District
1st
Senate candidates
Mayfield attorney Dennis Null,
a Democrat, and
Republican Ken
of
Winters
Null,
Murray, a former
State
Murray
University dean
a
Campbellsville
University president — and 5th
District House
hopefuls
incumbent
D emocrat
B uddy
Winters
Buckingham of
Murray and challenger Melvin
Henley, a former Murray mayor and
MSU chemistry professor.
U.S. Senate candidate Daniel
Mongiardo could be part of the
forum, but organizers are waiting to
hear from his staff. Mongiardo, a
state senator from Hazard, is running against incumbent Republican
Jim Bunning, who will not participate in the forum.
"We do vote for the national can-

High School in early. July.

didates, so that's
why we invite
said
them,"
Barbara
Brandon, who is
Murray
the
Woman's Club
legislative chair
and has organized at least six
Buckingham
forums.
Each candidate will open
with a statement
and then answer
prepared questions from moderator Bobbie
We
Virginia
Thompson will
keep time. The
Henley
doors open at 6
p.m. Oct. 2 for the forum, which
begins at 7 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club at 704 Vine St.
The event will last approximately 90 minutes and is open to the
public.
"We want to give the ample
time," Brandon said,, adding the
event usually attracts about 200
,people.
Candidates may hand out pencils, brochures or other campaign
paraphernalia, but banners and
placards are not permitted inside
the clubhouse. Banners and signs
may be placed outside.
"It's not a rowdy group,"
Brandon said. "It doesn't get rowdy
like Fancy Farm since we don't
have the banners and placards
inside'

Murray State summer camps
show record enrollment
Special to the Ledger
For the fifth summer in a row, Murray State University's summer camps
have shown record enrollment. Coordinated through MSU's Center for
Continuing Education, the university hosted more than 35 academic and
athletic youth camps that enrolled 1,564 participants.
Some camp participants commuted from within the region while others
came from across the nation to attend specialized programs ranging from
basketball camps to music workshops.
Young
Other summer youth programs included: Racer Volleyball Camps,
Camp,
Robotics
Workshop,
Art
Camps,
Tennis
Purcell
Authors Camp,
Racer Soccer Camps, and Forensic Anthropology Camp.
a numIn addition to summer camps, Murray State University welcomed
Several of these
campus.
to
groups
contracted
other
and
s
conference
of
ber
Dance
groups returned from previous summers including the Kentucky
Conference, and
Youth
Infusion
,
Conference
Music
Christian
Institute,
campus this sumthree marching bands. New groups that were attracted to
and Choir and
Orchestra
ate
All-St
Baptist
Kentucky
mer include the
Madisonville Upward Bound.
total of 4,329 people
In all, camps and conferences brought a combined
during the summer
community
Murray
the
and
campus
State
Murray
to the
Summer Youth
university's
the
about
of 2004. For more information
762-2160.
call
services,
conference
Programs or

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo

Kallie Ann. Haddie
Robert Jay Kelso and wife. Heather, show off their three bundles of joy —
y. and are
Belle and Zaylie Cate. The Calloway County natives had the healthy trio Wednesda
Murray.
near
move
going to have plenty of support from family and friends when they

Higher plan may have been
in store with triple addition
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. — In his
younger days, Robert Jay Kelso
told his father, Jimmy, of how he
felt his future would go when it
came to fatherhood. He said he
was planning for two children, no
more. His dad, a church deacon,
told him, in no uncertain terms,
that he would not have the final
say — God would.
On Wednesday, it became
obvious that the plan included a
higher number from a higher
power, but Robert Jay is not complaining one bit.
He and his wife, Heather, both
natives,
County
Calloway
watched their family grow in
impressive fashion as three new
additions came into the world at
Western Baptist Hospital. The

female triplets — Kallie Ann,
Haddie Belle and Zaylie Cate
(also known as A,B and C for the
order they arrived) — were born
without complications and were
quite hefty, weighing between 5
pounds, 7 ounces and 6 pounds,4
ounces.
Kettle, the first born, measured 6 pounds, 2 ounces and 18
inches at 12:50 p.m.
"And they were four weeks
early on top of that," Heather
Kelso said Thursday evening,
remembering the previous day's
event. "I was very wide awake
for the whole thing, actually. I got
to hear them cry as they came
out. It was wonderful.
"It is still a bit of a shock,
though. You don't expect this."
Not many people do, for that
matter, especially in the manner it

happened for the Kelsos. Their
triplets, except for the way they
were delivered, were completely
natural. No fertility drugs or
other means of producing a pregnancy were involved.
"They don't have super good
statistics on this, but for natural
triplets, the chances of that are
aronnd 1,in 60,000 ... somewhere
in there," said Dr. Brad Housman,
an obstetrician and partner with
Heather's obstetrician Dr. Dennis
Owens. Dr. Owens was taking a
family vacation, allowing Dr.
Housman, to assist his own
father, Dr. Lloyd Housman, with
the delivery.
"Because of the early birth.
though, it is also equally rare for
this to happen in western

II See Page 2A

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
State parks will begin buying •
iumegrown produce directly from
farmers and may also start featurmusic from
and
ing -art
Kentuckians, Gov. Ernie Fletcher
announced
Friday.
Farmers who
register with the
parks department now have
the option of
selling produce
to any of the 17
state resorts in
Fletcher
a
Kentucky,,
will give
hope
officials
state
move
farmers extra outlets to sell their
goods.
- - "From-ft business standpoint the
farmers get more for their produce.
the parks .will continue to pay
wholesale distributor prices, which
means their costs will not goi up,"
Fletcher said. "And of course we
get the added benefit of marketing
Kentucky-grown products.**
Previously, the state resort parks
bought their produce from wholesale vendors. Farmers may also
market their goods to the three
state-run cafeterias in Frankfort.
Fletcher said.
Currently. the state parks buy
about $4 million in food each year,
with about $250,000 spent specifiparks
produce,
on
cally
Commissioner George Ward said.
Depending on the need, a single
large park in the system may buy
more than 1,700 heads of lettuce
each month. Parks also offer more
than 30 different kinds of fruits and
vegetables per month, the governor
said.
-This is a great opportunity for
both the farmer and the park,"
Fletcher said. "For the farmer this
program opens a new, lucrative
market for their produce."

•See Page 2A

Greyhound bus runs into back of truck, killing 3
Dickerson, 48, of Memphis. Two
By WOODY BAIRD
passengers, Charlotte
women
Associated Press Writer
JACKSON, Tenn. (AP) --- A Thompson. age unknown, of
Greyhound bus rammed into a trac- Cincinnati and Willie Walker, about
tor-trailer as the truck pulled back 60, of Detroit also died', said
onto Interstate 40 early Friday, Tennessee Highway Patrol Capt.
killing the bus driver and two passen- Lynn Allen.
"The bus ran into the back of the
gers, authorities said.
All we can understand now is
trailer.
passengers,
bus
Seventeen other
the
including two seriously injured, were that the tractor-trailer was in
onto
back
pulled
and
lane
emergency
sent to area hospitals.
The bus driver was Thomas the interstate," said Highway Patrol

The impact crushed the nose of
Sgt. Glenn Taylor. "We don't know
bus back to a few rows behind the
the
why the bus ran into the truck."
No charges have been filed, and driver's seat. The truck careened
Allen said the investigation into what across the median and into the eastcaused the wreck will take several bound lanes, but no other accidents
occurred.
weeks.
The bus remained upright but
The accident occurred in the westbound lanes about 4:30 a.m.just out- came to a stop with its door pressed
side this western Tennessee city, against a highway guard rail, hamauthorities said. The weather was dry pering efforts to rescue the injured.
and clear and most of the 20 passengers on board were asleep.

II See Page 2A
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Kentucky Lottery
EVENING
MIDDAY
Pick 3:
Pick 3:
6-1-5
1-8-2
Pick 4:
Pick 4:
7-3-9-5
7-0-6-3
Ball:
Cash
14-15-24-29 Cash Ball 24
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•Bus ...
From Front
"We had to open windows to get
them out," Allen said.
Passenger Christopher Williams,
40. of Columbus. Ohio, was on his
way to Clarksdalc. Miss., and was
asleep when the crash happened. The
impact tossed him around the bus,
bruising and cutting his face and
injuring his left leg.
"When I looked up, blood was
.just everywhere. It was a disaster,"
said Williams. who was treated at the
hospital and released with crutches
and a bandage on his kg.

Town Crier
NOTICE
II The Calloway County Board
of Education will meet in session
Thursday at 6 p.m at the
Calloway County Day Treatment
Center Agenda items include levy
of 2004-05 tax rates and revised
salary schedules.
•To report a newsworthy note
for the Town Crier, call 753-1916.

WEATHER

485
LOW:

63

Tonight will be
mostly clear.
Sunday will be
mostly

sunny with

highs in the mid
80s.
Sunday night will
be clear with lows
in the lower 60s.

, MI*KAY
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The westbound bus was en route
from Louisville. Ky.. to Memphis
and had just passed through Jackson
when the accident happened.
Greyhound spokeswoman Lynn
Brown said. The bus had begun its
run at 5 p.m. Thursday in Cleveland.
Ohio, as a second, or overflow bus to
Louisville, the company said.
Two men in the truck — driver
Alex Yu Chang of Diamond Bar.
Calif., and Kevin Lin of Walnut,
— were not injured. The tractor-trailer is owned by Coastal Group
Corp. of Industry, Calif., and TransUSA.
The two truckers cooperated with

Tenn. lottery warns of scams
authorities and were released to
return to California, Allen said.
Da,llas-based Greyhound has
launched its own investigation into
the accident, Brown said.
• Friday's accident was the third
fatal bus crash in Tennessee in three
years. An August 2001 crash near
Spnngfield killed one and injured 44.
In October 2001, a passenger slashed
the throat of a driver, causing a crash
that killed seven, including the
attacker, and injured 24.

Preliminary hearings set for pair
charged in thefts from vehicles
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & limes
[he two Murray men charged with 23 counts of theft
by unlawful taking in connection with a rash of thefts of
items from vehicles appeared in Calloway District
Court on Friday morning.
Jeff Brewer. 18. and Shawn Morrison, 19, were
arraigned Friday morning. Brewer's preliminary hearing was set for Tuesday at 10 a.m. and Morrison is
scheduled for a preliminary hearing at 10 a.m. Aug. 17.
Both men were arrested Tuesday after being stopped
by a Murray Police Department patrol officer while
they were walking down Sycamore Street. Following
interviews. MPD detectives said both men confessed to
the- thefts.
Stolen items during recent weeks included cell
phones, sunglasses. cigarettes and CDs. The thefts
occurred in various locations throughout the city, but
the most targeted area was the south side of Main
Street, police said,
Brewer and Morrison are each charged with 21
counts of theft by unlawful taking less than $300 and
two counts of theft by unlawful taking more than $300.
Both men remain in the Calloway County jail.

or sweepstakes.
The FBI says the amounts of
such suppdsed winnings vary from
$50,000 to $500,000 and that the
scammers say they must have
advance payment in order to move
the money through customs.
The statement says the FBI estimates 340 U.S. residents lost
approximately $2.25 million to
such fraudulent telemarketers in
the first six months of the year.
The common factor in all of
these scams is that the scammers
ask for money up front in order to
receive a larger sum of lottery or
sweepstakes winnings.
Tennessee Lottery officials urge
players to call their player hot line
if they are ever in doubt regarding
a prize or letter from the
Tennessee Lottery. That number is
877-786-7529 or 615-254-4946 in
Nashville.

phone the investment group to
"activate the check." People who
call the number are asked to provide sensitive bank account information or a down payment to
process the prize.
David Jennings, the Tennessee
Lottery's vice president of security, says the lottery never asks for
funds to claim a prize.
"Any taxes or other legitimate
fees will be taken out of the prize
winnings when the check is issued.
No out of pocket fees are ever
assigned to any prize," he said.
According to a recent statement, the FBI in Jackson, Miss.,
already is investigating similar
telephone scams targeting elderly
residents there. In those scams, the
caller claims to be an attorney trying to settle the payout of money
won by the victim in some type of
Canadian or other foreign lottery

•Homegrown ...
From Front
Brewer

Morrison

Prices for the goods will follow a -uniform market
price" that is based on the average wholesale prices
across the state, said Robert Perry, a director in the
parks' food service division. Those prices will be
adjusted each week, Perry said.
Because the parks' peak times coincide with the top
growing seasons, there should be enough supply for
the state to buy exclusively from Kentucky farmers,
Ward said. If there is not enough supply, the state
would likely buy from wholesalers, Ward said.
Still, the program might inspire farmers to use
methods such as hydroponics or greenhouses to provide produce year-round, Agriculture Commissioner

Richie Farmer said. Communication between farmers
and park chefs might also inspire new ideas, he said.
Meanwhile, the parks department is also implementing a program called "True Flavor of Kentucky,"
which is an effort to increase the resorts' use of
Kentucky products, Ward said.
One plan is to regionalize the menus at various state
parks by offering local foods, he said. For instance, the
state may look at serving catfish from local farms.
Kentucky musicians and artists would also get an
opportunity for more exposure, Ward said. Rather than
play jazz or other styles of music in resort dining
rooms, the state is planning to play music from
Kentucky musicians. Resorts may also display crafts
or artwork by Kentuckians, he said.

•Triple ...

sil

a

1•

'

From Front
Kentucky. Most times, in those
cases, (the mother and babies) are
sent elsewhere, like Kosair or
Norton's (Louisville hospitals specializing in maternity emergencies), or even Vanderbilt in
Nashville," Housman said. "That
wasn't the ease here at all. They
were great. They had good size and
they were close together (in
weight), which is good. too."
Wednesday's triplets join 20month-old daughter Made in the
Kelso family, thus returning
Robert Jay to the status of being in
a family with four children. He was
one of four, too, with the youngest
of the bunch — Kara and Grant,
both 19 — being twins.
"I always wondered why I was
part of a big family like mine," he
JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times photo
said of growing up with his dad
Macie Kelso gets an up-close look at one of her new sisters,
and mother, Karen. "I think it's
who is being held by their aunt, Kassa McCallum, of Murray.
obvious now. God was getting me
ready for this. Why else would I and Connie Lennox, along with
Dr. Owens had not been told of
have a good job like I've got, along Robert Jay's parents, all of whom the week's developments as of
with all the other things we have?" live short drives from where the Friday, though, Brad Housman
The Kelsos moved to eastern house will be located. Until the said that probably would change
McCracken County a few years house is built, though, they will by the end of the day. Also vacaago to allow Robert Jay to be clos- reside with the Kelsos.
tioning was Macie's pediatrician,
er to his job. Now, they are build"We both grew up in Murray. Dr. Jeffrey Mudd, who is among
ing a house just north of Murray, Our whole family lives in Murray. those that examine newborns
at
enabling them to receive a lot of And we really like Murray, so it's a Paducah's hospitals.
help.
good idea to go back there,"
"I really wish they could've
Robert Jay's sister, Kassa Heather said. "Plus, I think we've been there for this. They've both
McCallum of Murray, already says had every church in Murray pray- really meant a lot to us, and
it
she is ready to handle duties. So, ing for us on this, so that says a lot, would've been nice to have shared
too, will Heather's parents. Bruce too."
this together," Heather added.

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!

TIM LEMONS
IRRIGATION SPECIALIST

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
-

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Lottery is warning
of a scam that claims to be related
to the state's games.
The scam involves a fraudulent
letter that says the recipient has
won a large sum of money from
the
"Tennessee
Lottery
Commission."
It has been sent to residents of
Mississippi and possibly other
states, according to lottery officials. The letter claims to be from
a "financial claim representative"
of an investment group in
California.
The letter says a cash prize of
$600,400 will be paid out over 30
years unless the recipient pays a
fee to receive the winnings in a
lump sum. The mailing includes a
counterfeit check, which supposedly covers this fee. But, the letter
says, the recipient must first tele-
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Lawn Sprinklers & Outdoor Lighting Since 1980

We Service All Brands"

212 East Main St. • 753-1586
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Pictured are Murray students in 1925 in the school auditorium
which is now part of Murray Middle School and in need of renovations.

III Auditorium .

••

professional quality light and sound
system, with controls in the balcony.
Interior finishes recommended by
Committee co-chair Annette
the architect will make the auditoriAlexander, of the Class of 1955,
um safer, improve acoustics, and be
called the auditorium "a special
more aesthetically pleasing, while
place."
retaining the character of the old
"We all have wonderful memostructure.
ries of what we experienced there,"
The group has already identified
she told the alumni group."We don't
seating for the auditorium that
want to lose that."
resembles the wooden seats of the
Other committee members are
1920s and are more comfortable
Murray alumni Jean Lindsey, Jennye
than the current seats."The project's
Sue Smock, and Roy Weatherly; very
doable." Benningfield said.
Murray teachers Holly Bloodworth "I've been
in Murray only a short
and Katie Carpenter and instruction- while but I've learned
that a lot of
al assistant Rebecca Balthrop; and people feel very strongly
about
Murray State University theater Murray High School."
chair David Balthrop.
Contributions to the auditorium
In May, the committee commis- Restoration Fund can be sent
to the
sioned a feasibility study of the audi- Murray Foundation for Excellence
torium renovation by architect Greg in Public Education, 108 S. 13th St.;
Fitzsimons, whose firm specializes checks should be made payable to
in historic renovation.
"Murray Foundation."
The architect's plans call for
All gifts will be recognized,
expanding the stage; converting the unless the donor wishes otherwise.
unused maintenance room behind Recognition will include a permathe building to storage and dressing nent listing on a plaque to be fixed to
room space; installing new seating the auditorium wall or on individual
for 550 on the floor and the balcony; seats. A sizeable donation may result
installing glass safety rails on the in naming the auditorium after a
balcony; and installing new stage donor or in honor of a person.
curtains and aisle carpet.
Anyone wishing further informaThe renovation will also add a tion may call 753-1363.

From Front

Ky. 1124 closes for Ky. 80 construction
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet Department of Highways v111$
temporarily close Ky. 1124 at the Graves-Calloway county line.
The road intersects with the new Ky. 80 currently under construction.
The closure will begin at 8 am. Monday and will last about one month.
A detour will be provided.

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, August 8•1-3 p.m.
1908 Melrose Drive

eHERITAGE

to all who made the
BANK
Night, Night
Baby
LIFEHOUSE Golf Tournament such a huge success.
• TOLLEY AND LOWE • JANE'S ATTIC • SHERMAN LAIRSON • WALLPAPER FoR LEsS • THE CHERRY TREE FLORIST • NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN
BOOR STORE • BLALOCK, COLEMAN, YORK FUNERAL HOME • CARROLL TIRE • AUTO ZONE • O'REILly'S • THE FLOWER BASKET • THE
BULLPEN • ADVANCE AUTO PARTS • DR. JOE PHILLIPS • STEELE-ALSRITTEN • PAINT PLUS • INTERSTATE BATTERY • DARPIELL MARINE, INC.
• J.H.CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME • IPAES-MILLER FUNERAL 1104tE • CHURCHILL-IMES FAMILY FUNERAL HOME • MORNINGSTAR FOODS
• THE MURRAY BANK • BRENT ALLEN

sxmcm •

DRAIN TAYLOR CREVROLET • F000 GIANT • MURRAY SuPPLY • MURRAY LuMIPER

• HAPPY HOLJDAT TRAVEL • MURRAY APPLIANCE • VANCE HEATING B AIR • BUCK'S BODY SHOP
• MIKE PIERCE, CPA • LARRY ELKINS • CUNNINGHAM AUTO • HOLLYHOCKS GIFTS &

Assc. •

• INOOOCRAFTER'S GALLERY
OSERHET & ADAMS • DP. RANDY TAYLOR

• THE GALLERY • FAMILY CHIROPRATIC CENTER • FINLEY'S JEWELERS • TINA CARTER, D.C. • HAVERSTOCK„ BELL & PITMAN
• MCCOPPPPELL INSURANCE AGENCY SERVICE. INC. • ALLEGRO, FINEFOOOS, PARIS, TN

•

STEPHANIE FOSTER, MT.

CAMPBELL REALTY
FOR INFORMATION CALL MARTHA WALDROP 759-8780
1201 Main Street • Murray •(270) 759-8780
www.bcampbellrealty.com
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Six people found slain in Fla. home
with a dead dog, were found in different rooms of the three-bedroom
home in Deltona, about 25 miles
north of Orlando.
The victims, whose names were
not immediately released, ranged in
age from 18 to mid-30s, and they
did not appear to be related.
The bodies were discovered after
one victim's co-worker at Burger
King called a friend and asked the
person to visit the home because the
victim had not arrived for work,
officials said.
In a statement, Burger King said
"the victims of the tragedy" worked
at a Deltona franchise, and that the
franchisee was working with local

By MIKE BRANOM
Associated Press Writer
DELTONA, Fla. (AP) -- Four
men and two women were found
slain in a home Friday after one of
them failed to show up for an early
morning shift at a nearby Burger
King, and authorities said the killer
was apparently at large.
"It appears that we have a murderer on the loose," Volusia County
Sheriff's spokesman Gary Davidson
said.
Sheriff Ben Johnson did not offer
a possible motive or specify how the
victims died."There was an extreme
level of violence," he said.
Davidson said the bodies, along

officials and the company during the
investigation. A company spokeswoman declined to clarify whether
all the victims worked at the restaurant. The franchisee did not return
calls for comment.
The restaurant, about two miles
from the house, posted a sign reading, "Sorry temporarily closed.
Sorry for the inconvenience."
Deputies sealed off the area
around the house, which tax records
show is owned by a man from the
Brooklyn borough of New York.
One man at the scene said his 19year-old daughter, Michelle Ann
Nathan, was one of the victims.
Steve Nathan said the teen moved
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into the house about three months
ago, and her boyfriend had joined
her last month. He said his daughter
and others in the house worked at
Burger King.
"She was a fun-loving kid."
Nathan told the Orlando Sentinel.
He said his daughter had been
stationed in Missouri with the Army
but was recently released because of
a medical condition.
Aerial footage showed a team of
investigators donning white protective suits in the front yard of .the
house, in a tidy, residential area of
middle-class homes. Neighbors
stood on corners talking, while children rode through on bicycles.

Obituary
Robert Owen Jones

Robert Owen Jones. fi5, Gilbertsville. native of Murray, died Thursday.
Aug. 5. 2004, at 5:15 p.m. at his home.
He had retired as a fire driver after 27 years of service at Union Carbide. A World War II Army veteran who
served with the 2nd Armored Division, he was a member of Lakeview Baptist Church.
His parents were the late George Wesley Jones and.
Grace Cooper Jones. - Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Onita Futrell Jones:
one daughter. Mrs. Gelia Chappell, Reidland: one brother. Clifton E. Jones. Murray: three grandchildren, David Pendergrass,
Patricia Partin and Jonathan Pendergrass. all of Paducah: three great-grandchildren: several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be in the chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home.
Paducah, today (Saturday) at 2 p.m. The Rev: Darvin Stom will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery, Murray.
Visitation will be at the funjral home after noon today (Saturday).
Expressions of s)inpathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855
Jackson. P.O. Box 17(X). Paducah. Ky.. 42002-17(X).

Bunning sets fund-raising record Former Chechen official
granted asylum to live in U.S.
for Senate races in Kentucky
Mongiardo's fund raising has picked up since he By TIM McCAHILL
By BRUCE SCHREINER
made the rounds meeting with potential contributors at Associated Press Writer
Associated Press Writer
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) — A
the Democratic National Convention in Boston.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Mongiardo spokesman Eric Niloff said. Several former Chechen official accused of
Republican Jim Bunning has
Democratic senators have offered to attend fund-raisers having terrorist ties by Russian
eclipsed his colleague's fund-raising
for Mongiardo, he said.
authorities has been granted asylum
record for a U.S. Senate race in
"Senator Bunning is going to need every single in the United States over Moscow's
Kentucky.
penny to defend his failed record in Washington," NilotT protests.
Bunning has raised $5,975,253
said.
Ilyas Akhmadov- was appointed
from roughly 10,000 donors in his
McConnell said Bunning's fund-raising prowess puts foreign minister by separatist
bid for a second term, his campaign
him in a good position for the November election.
announced Friday. He has more than
leader Asian Maskhadov, now
"Everyone knows that money doesn't guarantee a denounced by Russian authorities
$4 million cash on hand, easily outBunning
victory, but these figures are a clear indicator of the 'as a terrorist.
pacing the amount raised by his
broad support Jim enjoys," McConnell said.
Democratic challenger, Daniel
"We cannot consider the deciHazard.
from
surgeon
The fund-raising gap could influence strategies in the sion to grant Ilyas Aklimadov politand
senator
state
a
Mongiardo,
With the election almost three months away,Bunning fall ad campaigns, one political observer said.
ical asylum in the United States as
Bunning can tap his huge campaign bankroll to blan- anything other than a clear manihas surpassed the previous record of $5,963,485 that fellow Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell amassed in 2002 ket the airwaves with commercials. said Joe festation of double standards in
in winning a fourth term, the Bunning campaign said.
Gershtenson, director of Eastern Kentucky l.niversity's issues relating to. the fight against
"It is gratifying to know that I have received backing Center for Kentucky History and Politics.
terrorism.- the Russian Foreign
from thousands and thousands of Kentuckians, and it
Gershtenson predicted that Bunning's ads will focus
Nlinistry said in a statement Friday.
shows our campaign has the right message and is head- on the senator and not on his lesser-known opponent.
Friday.
interview
an
In
ed in the right direction," Bunning said.
"I don't antibpate Bunning to be spending a kit of .Akhmadov. 43. said he came to the
As of June 30. Mongiardo had raised $629,537 in money talking about Mongiardo," he said. "Why tell
United States in 2002. and he was
contributions and had loaned himself $706,000. He had everybody who this guy is."
$623.659 on hand.
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region in separatist control. A year
later. Maskhadov was elected president Of Chechnya.
Russian forces returned in 1999
following rebel attacks in a neighboring pro\ ince. beginning an
ongoing conflict in the region.
Soon after the war began
Maskhadoy sent Akhmadov, along
vy.ith other members of the presidential cabinet, abroad to work
V. ith foreign leaders promoting the
Chechen cause.
Daniel Pellathy. program director for the Washington-based
American Committee for Peace in
Chechny a. said geanting Akhmadov
refuge in the U.S. would "dispel the
inyth- that he i. a terrorist.
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granted asylum this spring., The
Department of Homeland Security
appealed the decision in June on
the grounds that Russia accuses
Akhmadov of imolYement in terrorism.
An imestigation determined that
Akhamadoi. had no connection to
terrorism. and Homeland Security
withdrew its appeal, said
Knocke. a spokesman for I ".S.
Customs
and
Immigration
Enkircement.
Akhnlioloy
was officially granted MontlaY Ile
is temporarilv hy ing in Vermont.
Russian forces pulled out of
Chechnv a in 19% after a dc\ astating 211-month w :tr. leaving the
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Honk if you
love counties
T

Illle Has %%hen there were no strangers on the road.
I liL IL interstates took us away from meandering, from frequent stops
and starts. and twin x isiting. And then, rises in crime made it no longer
,ate t4. pick up hitchhikers.
Another ;nighty blow to meeting strangers while traveling came when
states no longer icquired license plates on the front bumper. so you couldn i iL:II ‘k Ii ii y011 Were meeting anymore. An even worse blow to road fellowship is the redesigning of rear tags to downplay
cinnity identifications.
Out own travels frequently take us through portions
if Georgia. the two Carolinas, Tennessee. Kentucky.
and Virginia. Because there aren't any entertaining
Burma Shaxe signs anymore. we would like to indulge
our old pastime iit reading license plates to see if any
ate from places we know Since there are no front
bumper plates anymore. we have to read the ones of the
-rcarttimipersjus-t.-ahrad-of -ti's.-or those of The many-cars,
pass us.(We stay within the speed
Southern and trucksenWhich
ex if 75 percent of the other motorists do not).
limits.
Seen
To our utter dismay, license plates have been
by 1_,I1
in almost ex ery state. Most of them are
redesigned
McGehee
brightly to-colored. and sex eral have identifying logos.
Syndicated
hut untortunately is nigh impossible to identify the oriColumnist
gins id the x chicle..
Once upon a time we could strike up instant conver„int ins xx i di ci ,mplete strangers at rest stops and restaurants simply by
spoil III",.2 a-- Bo% le” I I >an% illei or "Marshall" (Benton) in bold print upon a
Kentucky plat,: ot .1 ' 2" tAlcmphist or a "30"(Paris) prefix numeral on a
leiniessee plate in a - 3- 1 Montgomery I or "63"(Tuscaloosa) on an
xi,ibania plate
.
llome-ciiunty recognition made it easy to prime vocal pumps of fellow
s,itourners. Number codes or plain old block letters for counties were the
isi.i to quick triendships—especially in the South where all of us are
cousins sooner or later, given enough chatting time to trace family trees.
BM IIIN, the county prefix numbers are gone from Tennessee—following
the extinct but distinctixe state-shaped plate of many years ago and of the
parallelogram box - that succeeded it. Alas! \ nd -alas — again, for the Kentucky county names once visible- half a
link' hat. k !hoc beet) reduced to Tom Thumb proportions legible only to
ilk. nii)st &mug of kamikaze tailgaters.
Wi....,111 liye xx Ith pretty ciih,rs and-pictures on the plates. I guess,
although I question their usefulness. With palmettos located only near the
heat It in Si'nth t'arolina and sea oats only near the beach in North
( ahdiii.i di, western Carolinians feel inferior or overlooked by such
.,cues . in the plates'.' And in Kentucky, where 50 years ago some colleges
- !ill iwd iii 5¼ 11 gins tomb racetracks as "dirty money". does anyone today
feel stiongl. about being compelled to use a plate with horses and stables
I lls tined ' Is .1',ardinal on a Kentucky plate a state bird. or is it a show of
suppoit 11.1 Ilk' t nixersity of Louisville over the UK Wildcats? And some
it the plates lately ha's c es en made political or religious statements which
seem inappri,priate.
,-,,iff-Sc. ',tune athletic enthusiasts cover up the plate pictures with
decals id icil gamecocks. blue wildcats. and orange tiger paws. even- if that
may he illegal. Another way around it is to buy a personalized plate with
mIllIC 011e oil.use. like my dentist's ICI IB4DK.(I met a man with "PICKI l'' on his old truck v, ho turned it in because it meant something else
when h is w iti,' droxe.)
Si‘ now w e call tell fairly easily what state the plate promotes. and we
;an. at the other extreme, personalize the plate to tit our individuality. But
%% hat is getting I( ist -or :educed to print too tiny to read without causing a
wieck is that "in-between" area--the counties.
And that max he intentional. I hear a lot of serious talk about how inefficient it is ti, hay c hunches of small counties, and how much more could
he done by merging counties. City and county governments are already
mergers cannot be far behind. A few years without ,
IllePr!IIP,I. And L011111
county i d. on the license plates. will set the stage for that revolutionary
.
act
It I Ignre•. ilaq \% hen all the little high schools in each county have consolidated into,one super Countv High. we start doing away with counties.
What's the use of ‘‘ inning the state basketball or football 'championship
it ‘'oti ...in'i ktento counties on license plates?
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Fear Factor and Fortress America
towns. How could we possibly prevent such a
At the rate federal authorities are walling off hope to make ourselves "safe" - if by that we
worth
is
it
if
scenario Without declaring martial law?
and
attacks
terror
more
no
capimean
nation's
the
in
grounds
and
buildings
U.S.
D.C. Delegate Eleanor Holmes Norton said:
tal, downtown Washington could become a parti- the price of transforming ourselves into an
primary
a
is
America
Changing
years."
few
a
fortress.
armed
only
in
enclave
"We are fighting to preserve both security and
tioned government
objective of the terrorists. If we change ourfreedom. We're not going to accept the closing
So begins an Aug. 4 editorial in The
selves, have they won?
Washington Post.
of the city." The new restrictions were imposed
There are now more than one dozen "security
The latest terror warnings by Congress without consulting D.C. leaders,
checkpoints" around the U.S. Capitol, according
have increased security at
according to Norton.
federal buildings in
to federal officials. Secret Service and
Mayor Anthony Williams said at a news conWashington and around the
Department of Homeland Security authorities
ference,"When in doubt, preserve freedom."
country and at other financial confirm that additional precautions in front of
That may be increasingly difficult to do, dependand governmental entities.
.the Treasury Department headquarters (next to
ing on one's definitions of "security" and "freeThis is a far cry and
the White House) have been under discussion
dom."
of
another country away from
announcement
since the Bush administration's
Israelis have long lived with this tension
my mother's Washington.
a heightened threat to financial institutions in
terror and freedom. They seem resigned
between
from
walk
would
she
-Then,
Washington, New York City and New Jersey.
her mother
we will probably have to resign ourmeet
to
and
it,
to
school
Washington
around
the
up
going
are
Barriers
Cal's
visiting Grace Coolidge at a
selves as well. It will cost a lot of money and
Monument, and traffic prohibitions in front of
Thoughts 1920s White House Where
produce much inconvenience and frustration.
the White House predate 9/1 1.
By Cal Thomas the guard would recognize
beginare
But what is the alternative? There is none,
cities
other
certain
and
Washington
Syndicated
her and wave her in.
Perhaps
territories.
resemble
occupied
the defeat of the fanatics. Unfortunately, we
save
to
ning
Columnist
How ancient such a connot since the 1968 riots following the assassinamay never know if we have succeeded in that
cept seems today in fortress
tion of Martin Luther King Jr. has there been
quest.
America.
such a visible presence of armed soldiers on the
As we ratchet up our defenses, we, however,
My wife recalls walking home from an event
streets of our cities. But even then, as parts of
maintain a balance between our safety and
must
on Pennsylvania Avenue and getting an ice
Washington burned, there was not the depth of
freedoms.
our
domescream cone without fear from foreign or
fear that exists today.
We would do well to recall Benjamin
tic predators. She recalls, as I do, only two
During the riots, most people knew the shootFranklin's warning: "They that can give up
Capitol police officers outside the House and
ings and fire bombings were confined to certain
essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safeSenate wings of the Capitol. Their primary
neighborhoods. But this threat is anywhere and
ty deserve neither liberty nor safety."
duties at that time seemed to be giving directions'
everywhere.
and information to tourists.
Do we have all bases covered with an expenThen, metal detectors were devices taken to
Cal Thomas hosts "After Hours" on Fox
sive
and extensive defense of ourselves?
the beach to find loose change dropped by sunNews Channel Saturdays at 11 p.m. ET Direct
Clancy's
latest
Tom
only
need
consult
-One
bathers. It was an America captured in black and
all MAILfor Cal Thomas to: Tribune Media
novel, "The Teeth of the Tiger," for a terrorist
white on television, an America we are unlikely
Services, 435 N. Michigan Ave., Suite 1500,
plot that is indefensible. Terrorists smuggled
to experience again for several lifetimes, if ever.
Chicago, Ill. 60611. Readers may also leave eAmerican
to
siege
lay
border
the
over
Mexican
This raises the questions of whether we can
mail at wwwealthomas.com.
shopping malls in s'everal smaller cities and
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Liz Sidoti

Kerry & The Ad Wars

WASHINGTON (AP)— John
Kerry shelled out $80 million over
five months to plaster television
screens with campaign ads trumpeting his biography and priorities.
So what did all that money get
him? ,
An even race.
0 2004. Wofford College. SC
Kerry's ads largely neutralized
proft•%%0,- (Joy/ vice /President at Wojford. may be
hut
the campaign ad wars, giving him
14o, hed It‘ e -mod al tot eeheelt(# won;ollidu
cover from President-Bush's
onslaught of critical commercials
and carrying the Democrat through
rt
his most vulnerable period when he
was the party's newly minted stan14C
igj
dardbearer.
011101111111
"His ads gave him enough balyelf/011 ;
10411(44i 14111!!
last to help weather the Bush
attacks. Given the redundancy
behind those messages, you would
have expected really sharp drops,"
Kathleen Hall Jamieson. an
said
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
in political communication.
expert
20510
D.C.
Washington,
301 Cannon House Office Building
1-202-225-3115 (Washington #) -"Bush's attacks should have taken
www.house.gov/whitfield
hold, and would have, in the
absence of Kerry's advertising."
U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
Unanswered, Bush's nearly $100
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.0 20510
in advertising since March
million
1-202-224-4343
www iim bunning@bunning.senate.goy
could have crippled the Democratic
challenger permanently — the same
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
thing that happened to Republican
20510
D.C.
Washington,
Building
361ARussell Senate Office
Bob Dole in 1996.
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)
That's the year then-President
Clinton buried his Republican
State Rep. Buddy Buckingham (D-Murray)
opponent through advertising.
Frankfort. Ky 40601
Room 3291, Capitol Annex
This past spring. Bush tried to
1-800-372-7181
do the same to Kerry, but independState Sen. Bob Jackson (D-Murray)
ent liberal groups helped the candiFrankfort. Ky. 40601
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
date stay competitive on the air as
1-800-372-7181
web: www seniackson.com
he rebuilt his campaign funds after

291;evievii
Our Elected Officials

a
an
foi
76
an

securing the nomination in early
March. The groups, which can't
legally coordinate with Kerry's
campaign, spent more than $40 million on anti-Bush ads.
kerry, too, went on the air,
mainly with upbeat ads in an
attempt to introduce the four-term
Massachusetts senator to the electorate. Only a few spots mentioned
Bush and those ran early on.
Now Kerry has pulled his ads
until September to hoard as much
of his $75 million general election
government check as possible for
the fall homestretch. Independent
liberal groups are pinch-hitting yet
again for Kerry.
Andrew Kohut, director of the
Pew Research Center, said the candidates are fighting over so few
undecided voters that ads aren't
having much, if any, effect on
who's winning the race.
"It's all been fluctuating at a narrow range," Kohut said.
However, he noted that there
have been changes in Kerry's
image since early March, although
he said the shifts can't be attributed
to advertising alone.
Kerry and Bush now are evenly
matched on most measures — from
strong leadership to who would
make the best commander in chief
— an achievement for a challenger
who voters didn't know that well
before Bush's ads began.
However, after five months of ad
wars, Kerry also been dogged by

the label flip-flopper, which may be
attributed both to Bush's commercials and the Democrat's own struggle to find his voice on Iraq.
And the president still has an
edge in some polls on his principle
strength — voter perception of who
would be best at handling the war
on terrorism — although Kerry has
improved in that area.
Through March, April and May,
Bush succeeded in driving up overall-negative impressions of Kerry,
from a positive opinion held by a
majority of Americans as Kerry
came out of his primary fight in
March to a largely divided view as
the race entered summer.
Most of June and July belonged
to Kerry, as Bush pulled back some
of his advertising. Meanwhile,
Kerry poured tens of millions into
commercials that praised his candidacy and coincided both with his
announcement of John Edwards as
his running mate and with the ticket's nominating convention in
Boston last week.
Now the'public's positive views
of Kerry personally have returned
about to where they were in early
March when Kerry secured the
Democratic nomination.
Kerry's ads didn't respond
directly to Bush's attacks. But they
were effective because they implicitly rebutted Bush's accusations,
said Jamieson, director of the
University of Pennsylvania's
Annenberg Public Policy Center.

1
"If you believe he was decisive
in Vietnam, then he still is decisive
and you can't be a flip-flopper. And
if he saved the lives of people like
you, and they testify that he's a
good guy, then he can't be out of
the mainstream. If you believe that
he was a war veteran, then he can't
be weak on defense," Jamieson
said.
The two presidential campaigns
paint starkly different views of the
effectiveness of Kerry's ad campaign.
Kerry pollster Mark Mellman
called it "tremendously successful"
in accomplishing its goals, particularly in the 19 or so compethivs
states whose media markets tidS,e
been flooded with ads. "There's no
question that John Kerry's image in
the battleground states is stronger
today than before the advertising
campaign began," he said.
But Bush's chief campaign
strategist Matthew Dowd argued
that Kerry's ads haven't worked.
"They started out five or six
points up in March and they're
basically even now," Dowd said.
"In the course of the last four
months, they lost the advantage
they had." As a challenger, Dowd
said: "Even is bad news for them."
Liz Sidoti covers campaign
advertisingfor The Associated
Press.
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Area Hams to conduct
weather session in Hazel

Murray High School Class of 1959 celebrates 45-year reunion

A delegation of Amateur Radio operators from
the Murray area will visit with members of the
Hazel Volunteer Fire Department and other interested persons on Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the fire
station to discuss the public service implications
of Ham radio.
The Hazel group has asked for basic instruction on how to obtain an operator's license, as
well as how to deal with severe weather information.
Featured will be a video introduction to AmaJo's
teur Radio, followed by a discussion of the SkyDatebook warn program; detection and reporting of seriBy Jo Burkeen ous weather; and the opportunities for involveCommunity
ment in the Amateur Radio Emergency Service
Editor
(ARES).

Boil water notice lifted
The boil water notice issued by the Dexter-Amo Heights Water
District on Aug. 3 has been lifted as of Aug. 5 for customers north
of The Shed Cafe in Dexter. For information call 753-9101, or after
hours, 753-5297 or 753-1591.

Water district bills will be late

South 641 Water District said due to circumstances beyond its control that the bills will not be mailed until Aug. 12 instead of the
usual date.

Laker Band Discount Cards now availableas

Calloway County Laker Band Discount Cards are now available
a fund-raising event for Calloway bands. Twenty-two area businesses
are featuring discounts on the cards through Sept. 30, 2005, that sell
for $10 each. To purchase a card, call the high school band room at
762-7395 and leave a message; or call Wendy Collins at 767-0777
and leave a message. Someone will return your call.

Photo provided
mother of
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Lou
Betty
weekend.
4th
July
the
Murray High School Class of 1959 celebrated its 45-year reunion during
activisocial
other
in
shared
group
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at
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July
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Buddy Farris, hosted a party to honor the class on the evening
row.
front
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from
Pictured,
Saturday.
on
Edwards
J.
at
dinner
a
and
reunion
ties which included the MHS All School Alumni
Ferony.
Hopkins. Murray. Sandra Hamrick
Melissa Sexton Briscoe, Bradenton, Fla., Jeanie Mae Talent Key and Ginny Weatherly
Sellars. Hopkinsville. Rebecca Dublin
Beale
Pat
Ala,
Huntsville,
Neale,
Don
Jerry
Tenn.;
Paris,
Tusa,
Alexandria, Va.; Betty Hart
Welling, Leesburg. Fla. Jeanette
Jones
Landolt and Kay Roberts Weber, Murray, Sammye Wilkerson Franklin, Paducah. Martha
Thurman and Jerry Henry,
Roberts
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McNutt Fain, Murray; back row, Dan Boaz, Murray, Carla Hinch Howard, Henderson
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Tenn..
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Johnson
Sykes,
Ted
Murray, Joe Bob Brewer, Calvert City. Robert Vaughn. Louisville,
Mattie Sowell Calved.
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Steve
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Don
Eddyville,
Young,
Bill
Rose, Knoxville, Tenn., Ron Christopher, Frankfort,
Cynthia Jetton Stone.
Tenn..
Nashville.
Davis.
Bill
Murray.
of
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Farris.
Buddy
and
Emerine
Tommy Carraway, Alice Marie Morton
City, N.C.
Yorktown, Va. Not pictured are Leta Lou Adams Rutland, Murray. and Dick George. Elizabeth

Between the Rivers event Sunday

HospitalMenus

Vinson family reunion on Sunday
Sunday

"Heart-Smart" is the program
for the menus in the cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Anne Newberry, dietitian, said
the menus are designed to help those
restricting saturated fats and sodium in their diet.
Menus, subject to occasional
change, for the week of Aug. 9-

Former resident of the area, now known as Land Between the
Lakes, will meet Sunday at Fenton special events center just across
Eggner's Ferry Bridge on Highway 68/80 for their 33rd annual homecoming.

at Paris LandThe annual Vinson family reunion will be
ing State Park Inn. The meal will be served at noon.

Tuesday
MMS Meet the Teacher NightNight
will lie Tuesday

Murray Middle School Meet the Teacher
for fourth and fifth grades at 6 p.m. and for sixth, seventh and eighth
grades at 6:30 p.m. All grade levels will meet in the gym.

SeniorActivities

Parent Support Group to meet

BY TERI COBB
Activities director
Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens are now in our facility
at the George Weaks Community
607 Poplar St.. Murray.
Center,
Monday
on
day
rebate
a
will
have
Locust Grove Baptist Church
We invite you to check our facilat Captain D's. Customers are asked to place their receipts in the
ity and the many services offered.
counter box designated for the church.
Our telephone number is 7530929.
We invite you to come and
Little Tigers Football will begin this fall for Murray Elementary
us for lunch which will be
join
School students in grades P3 and P4. In addition, fourth grade stuMonday through Friday at
served
dents may choose to participate in Little Tigers or Little League.
a.m. for a donation of $1.50.
11:30
on
night
Teacher
the
Meet
at
Children interested may be signed up
Lowfat milk, coffee and ice tea
Monday or at Boone's, Inc., 605 Main St., Murray. For more inforour daily choices of beverare
mation call Tony Boone at 753-2552 or 759-1180.
ages. Meals are also sent to private homes.
The center offers transportation
Kentucky Beef Conference, sponsored by University of Kentucky, on a daily basis from 9:15 a.m.
will be Tuesday at Kentucky Dam Village State Park. Registration
to 12:30 p.m. If you live in the
will begin at 9 a.m. with a $IO fee payable at the door to cover
city limits and need a ride to our
materials and lunch. Those planning to attend should call the Cal- center, the doctor, grocery store,
loway Extension office at 753-1452.
bank or pharmacy. call at least
one day ahead of time to schedule your ride.
Our exercise room is open MonCalloway County Twilight Tobacco Tour will be Monday with parday through Friday from 8 a.m.
ticipants to meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray State tobacco barn on
to 4:10 p.m. Those who are 60
Johnny Robertson Road. UK specialists will discuss varieties, disease
will
tour
The
production.
of
aspects
other
and older are invited to exercise
and
fertilization
control,
at no cost. We also have two
last about an hour and a half with a catfish supper to be served folindoor Shuffleboard Courts availlowing the tour. The event is being sponsored by the Calloway Counable. Our basketball court is also
ty Extension Service and United States Smokeless Tobacco Manufacopen for a variety of games and
turing Limited Partnership.
times. Times are also set aside
for women only. Contact the cendetails.
Murray-Calloway County Branch of National Association of Advance- ter for more
and menus for the
Activities
CookSchool
to
"Back
a
have
will
(NAACP)
ment of Colored People
9-13 have been
Aug.
of
week
Murray.
out" today from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Chestnut Street Park,
follows:
as
released
Free hot dogs will be for children.
Monday events include Armchair
Aerobics at 9:30 a.m. in the education room, Stride with Pride Walkers at 10 a.m., Health Express
Murray High School Alumni Men's Soccer Match will be Monday
at 7:30 p.m. at the Mallory France Soccer Complex on Doran Road. will be here from 8:30 a.m. to
noon, Bingo at 12:30 p.m. and
All alumni are invited to participate.

Parent Support Group, formerly called Parents Anonymous, will
meet Monday from 6 to 8 p.m. For more information call 753-7004.

Locust Grove plans promotion

Little Tigers Football will begin

Kentucky Beef Conference Tuesday

Twilight Tobacco Tour will be Monday

NAACP Branch plans cookout

Alumni Men's Soccer event Monday

Republicans will meet Monday
their

monthly meeting
Calloway County Republicans will have
interested citAll
Library.
Public
Calloway
the
at
p.m.
7
at
Monday
izens are encouraged to attend.

Stamps
Gospel singing to feature The
will be Sunday at 2 p.m.

SPEL MEETING
,

KIRKSEY
URCH OF CHRIST

A gospel concert featuring The Stamps
Marshall
in the Shadowen Performing Arts Center on the campus of
CounMarshall
the
by
sponsored
be
will
This
School.
County High
Tickets are $4
ty Commission for the Arts and WCBUWCCK Radio.
each. For information call Janet Lockaard at 1-270-354-9555.

Sewing By Steven
'Need
• Drapery
• Custom Bedding

• Accessories
• Custom Blinds

_

August 8, 9, & 10
Minister: Jerry W. Joseph

pzte,ticit,zs• Specialty Rods
• Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics Including Silks

Call For Appointment 270-753-6361

Saturday - fried chicken, 'crumb
tots, *turnip greens. •northern
beans, *capri vegetable blend. Idaho topped fish filet, potato cheese
casserole, 'tender spinach, fried
potato soup.
Wednesday - Caesar salad, cauliflower. Wisconsin cheese soup.
Sunday - spiral baked ham,
roast beef with gravy,'baked salmon
turkey breast, corn bread
'sliced
strips.
chicken
patty. steakhous'e
'whipped potatoes with gravy, cream dressing. candied sweet potatoes.
style corn, fried okra, 'field peas 'broccoli spears, 'garden vegetable
soup.
with snaps, taco soup.
(*denotes heart-smart selection
Thursday - "Build Your Own
Deli Sandwich Bar- - 'southwest
grilled chicken, also served with
bacon and cheese. beef tips in
mushroom gravy, spicy French fries,
'seasoned rice pilaf, 'green beans
t#.1E----r
Theatres
beef and
carrots,
'baby
almondine.
St.
Chestnut
1008
Line Dancing at 2 p.m. in the
barley vegetable soup.
NO CHECKS
gym. On the lunch menu will be
Friday - prime sea strips, cheese
baked pork chop, macaroni and
SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M ON
ham quiche, 'sliced pork loin,
and
bread,
SAT. & SUN. ONLY
tomatoes, green beans, corn
pota'California vegetables, fried
margarine and orange.
toes. 'green peas with onions. corn
Little Black Book
Tuesday events include Strength
fritters, 'chicken gumbo.
9
to
8
from
Class
PG13- 1:40 - 4:00 - 7:00 - 9:15
and Stretch
a.m. in the gym and Natalie Hayden from Purchase District Health
The Manchurian Candidate
Department will speak on -BuildR - 1:10 - 3:50 - 7:05 - 9:40
ing Stronger Bones- at 10 a.m.
Salmon patty, mashed potatoes
The Bourne Supremacy
and gravy. cole slaw. biscuit, mar- 1:20 - 3:40 - 7:35 -9:55
PGI3
on
garine and ice cream will be
the lunch menu.
The Village
• Wednesday events include Arm- 1:00 - 3:20 - 7:15 -9:30
PG13
Stride
chair Aerobics at 9:30 a.m..
With Pride Walkers at 10 a.m. and
Sunday Only 1:00-5:00
Collateral
Pinochle Club at noon. Powder
R - 12:55 - 3:25 - 7:30 - 9:50
10
at
begin
Puff Pool will also
Save Up To
a.m. This time will be set aside
Thunderbirds
each week for women. Instruction
PG - 12:35' 2:20
August.
during
will be available
On the lunch menu will be chickI, Robot
en parmesan. noodles, tossed
PG13 - 4:05 - 7:25 - 9:45
salad, garlic bread, margarine and
grapes.
Catwoman
include
events
Thursday
Remaining Sidewalk
8
at
PG13 - 3:35 - 9:00
Class
Stretch
and
Strength
Merchandise
a.m. and Canasta at 12:30 p.m.
A Cinderella Story
A legal representative will be at
the center to assist with Wills and
- 1:30 - 6:55
PG
Living Wills, .but call the center at
.
753-0929 for an appointment. A
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU AUG. 10 •
presentation of "Substance Abuse
Program Information Call 753-3314:
University Plaza • Chestnut St.
in the Elderly" will be given at
10:30 a.m. Meat loaf, peas and
carrots, mashed potatoes, roll, margarine and peanut butter pie will
be on the lunch menu.
Friday events will be Armchair
Aerobics at 9:30 a.m., Stride with
Open Thurs., Fri. & Sat. 4 p.m.
Pride Walkers at 10 a.m. and
Open Bridge play at noon, but
come early to form your table. On
the lunch menu will be sliced
turkey, creamy corn. greens, roll,
THURSDAY NIGHT SPECIALS
margarine and watermelon.
*Home Cooked Liver & Onions $5.95
Murray-Calloway Senior CitiWith Salad Bar & Side
iens is a United Way agency.

14 ha‘c been released as foll(w.,.
Monday - "Chinese Day" - beef
pepper steak, 'crispy baked chicken, sweet and sour pork, 'fluffy white
rice, 'baked potato, fried rice, 'stir
fry vegetables, egg roll, broccoli
cheese soup.
Tuesday - 'turkey divan with
broccoli and cheese, prime rib
sandwich on homemade bun, breaded pork cutlet with gravy. tator

..r.

Sunday: Bible Class 10:00
Worship: 10:50
Evening: 7:30
Monday-Tuesday: 7:00

EVERYONE WELCOME!

SIDEWALK
SALE
LEFTOVERS

75%
orr

Moil imports
• KEE HILLS STEAKHOUSE
rCHERO
Outrageous Summer Specials

*All You Can Eat Spaghetti $5.95
With Salad Bar & Garlic Toast
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
1-Lb. Hickory' Smoked Bone In Pork Chop Dinner S109;
With Salad Bar & Side
SATURDAY NIGHT
*Sirloin Dinner For Two $13.99
*20 oz. T-Bone Dinner $17.95

"CHEROKEE HILLS VIP BAR
Live DJ Starts Thurs., Fri. SE Sat. 10 p.m.-2:30 a. .
Iiip I lop Dancing
Cover Charge 18-20 years S5.00
21 and older with Student ID $3.00 Without Student ID $5.00

"CANTINA BAR
I hurs. Night Line Dancing 7:30 - 9:30 p.m.
Live DJ 9:30 p.m.-2:30 a.m.
Fri. SE Sat. Karaoke Sz Live DJ Music
Will Play Country and Classic Rock
For more information call 270-4.36-5566 or 731-232-6006.
Located at I \'K1 State Line. I rom Paris Landing;\Ides On
119 hum Mums 1; min. South on 121. Folloo signs.

113
1
'
.
.

411.01..
~owe

.-
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The Cards are slacked in win over Mets
St. Louis acquires Larry
Walker from Colorado to
help already potent lineup

AP Photo

St. Louis Cardinals So Taguchi is out trying to steal second as New York Mets Jose Reyes applies the tag, with
Kazuo Matsui looking on in the fifth inning, Friday in St.
Louis.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Albert Pujols' third
hit snapped a seventh-inning tie, and Man
Morris followed another shaky outing with a
strong one, helping the St. Louis Cardinals
beat the New York Mets 6-4 Friday night
after acquiring star outfielder Larry Walker.
The Cardinals won for the 14th time in
18 games on a night in which they improved
the NL's best offense by adding Walker in a
trade with Colorado for Class-A closer Jason
Burch and two players to be named.
Walker fills the only void in the lineup
for a team that led the NL with a .280 aver-

age and was second with 144 homers, help- champion, was being announced.
Sanders, who returned to the lineup after
ing St. Louis to a major league-best 70-38
record. The Cardinals have used a variety of missing five games with a ribcage injury,
players in left field, and now right fielder played a role in the two-run sixth. His infield
Reggie Sanders probably will move to left to hit advanced Pujols to third, and he scored
make room for Walker.
on Hector Luna's sacrifice fly to tie it at 2.
Pujols is 12-for-28 (.429) during a sixThe inning featured a perfect bunt by Jim
game hitting streak with two homers, includ- Edmonds. Third baseman David Wright allowed
ing a game-winner in the ninth against the the ball to roll and it stopped directly in the
Expos on Wednesday. This time, he helped middle of the baseline near the bag.
end the Mets' three-game winning streak.
Morris reached on shortstop Kaz Matsui's
Mike Cameron and Richard Hidalgo hit two-base throwing error to start the seventh.
consecutive solo homers off Kiko Calero in Pinch-runner Marlon Anderson went to third
the ninth. Jason lsringhausen got two outs
on a sacrifice and scored on Pujols' two-out
for his 29th save in 34 chances.
Cliff Floyd hit a two-run homer, his 15th, hit.
The Cardinals opened it up in the eighth
off Morris for the game's first runs in the
with RBI singles by pinch-hitter Tony Womsixth.
Roger Cedeno and So Taguchi — all
ack,
But the Cardinals rallied to tie it while
DeJean.
Mike
off
batting
NL
three-time
a
Walker,
for
the trade

GOVERNORS CUP

Keep on, Keepin' on
Kentucky-Louisville
series will continue,
athletic directors- say
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky-Louisville football
series will continue after the present contract runs out in 2005,
athletics directors from both
schools said Thursday.
Kentucky's Mitch Barnhart and
Louisville's Tom Jurich both said
the series, which resumed in 1994
after a 70-year hiatus, is in no
jeopardy of ending.
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks
said last year that the Wildcats'
might prefer to. schedule the game
later in the season, instead of at
the start. Louisville officials have
maintained they want the game
at the beginning of the season,
and Jurich and coach Bobby Petrino affirmed that opinion Thursday.
"You've got the cvhdle. Spring
and summer for people to speculate and the hype to build."
Jurich said. "The high schools
get big advantages out of it. You
get so much enjoyment from everybody's standpoint. Pius, you're
both undefeated going into the
game. There is no down side to
• it."
Barnhart wouldn't say Thumcla. if it still is Kentucky's stance
that the game should be later in
the season.
"We will play. I don't know
an of the details, but we're going
to p1.1.- Barnhart said. "We'll
get to it soon enough. It won't
aftect the future of the series.
We'll %%ork it out."
Barnhart and Jurich said they
Iikcl %%ould meet after the season In discuss the details of a
future contract between the
schools. Jurich said Louisville's
impending move from Conference
USA to the Big East Conference
v. ill have no effect on the Cardinals' annual game with Kentucky.
As for this year's game, Petri-

SportsBriefs
•Murray Mddle School will hold
softball tryouts on Monday at 5 p m at
the Murray High School softball complex Practice will conclude about
6-30 p m Girls in grades 6-8 are
encouraged to attend
•Murray High School lunior golfer
Angela Debella won the Pepsi Junior
Golf Tournament for the girl's 16-18
age division
Daniel Harper. also of Murray. won
the boy's 10 and under age divison.
The player of the year in each age
division spent the summer playing in
the Pepsi Junior Golf Tour events to
earn points to qualify for player of the
year
Debella won with 865 points, while
Harper finished with 955 There was a
possible 1000 points that could be
earned
N LOUISVILLE. Ky — Western
Kentucky has extended the contract
of athletics director Wood Selig
through 2008. the university said
Friday in a written release
Under Selig. Western Kentucky
was twice awarded the Vic Bubas
Cup. presented to the Sun Belt
Conference school which displays
overall excellence in the league's 18
sports In the last few years. the university has added women's soccer as
its 20th sport and completed a $36.5
million athletic facility renovation.

no and Kentucky assistant head
coach Steve Ortmayer — subbing
for Brooks — said the Sept. 5
contest in Louisville could likely
come down to Louisville's highpowered offense against Kentucky's experienced defense.
"I can see that as being a very
good matchup," Ortmayer said.
Louisville finished 9-4 last season, averaging 35.6 points and
488.8 yards of total offense per
game. The Cardinals have nine
starters back on offense, including senior quarterback Stefan
LeFors, a first-team All-Conference USA selection last season.
Kentucky, 4-8 last season, has
nine starters back on defense,
including defensive end Vincent
"Sweet Pea" Burns, who has
appeared on many preseason AllSoutheastern Conference lists.
Petrino wouldn't say if heralded freshman quarterback Brian
Brohm — one of the nation's top
high school quarterbacks last season — would play against the
Wildcats or if he would be redshined. Sophomore Michael Bush,
who is moving from quarterback
to running back, also will play
some on defense, Petrino said.
Louisville won last year's game
40-24. Petrino called a timeout with
13 seconds left that allowed the
Cardinals time to tack on an extra
touchdown, and he said he wouldn't be surprised if Kentucky coaches and players used that as motivation for this year.
"As a football coach, I couldn't win," Petrino said. "We scored
a touchdown, and the Kentucky
fans got mad at me, and the LI
of L fans were mad at me because
I didn't go for two" after the
touchdown.
Ortmayer played down that incident, though.
"I don't even give that a
thought," Ortmayer said. "Everybody has got their game plan. I
don't have a right to worry about
what the opponents' game plan
is."

AP Photo

Louisville head coach Bobby Petrino speaks next to the
Governor's Cup Monday, at the University Club of Kentucky in Lexington during the University of Kentucky-University of Louisville joint news conference promoting the
schools' football game Sept. 5. The Governor's Cup is
awarded to the winner.

Arkansas trying to build
young team around
small group of seniors
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP) —
Houston Nutt's football team will
be different in lots of ways this
season. Lots of familiar faces will
be replaced by — well, in some
instances that remains to be seen.
Last year's 9-4 team (4-4 Southeastern Conference), which won
the Independence Bowl,lost 24 seniors and five junior starters. It
returns one offensive starter and
three on defense. And coaches
expect some of the youngest players on the team to contribute —
immediately — because of a lack
of depth.
"You're going to have to get
the program out to know these
guys," Nutt acknowledged,
Despite the wave of new faces,
Nutt remains upbeat about his
team's prospects going into what
is regarded as the toughest schedule Arkansas has ever played. Nutt
refuses to term his seventh season at Arkansas a rebuilding year,
will be "reload_ but says the team
lag" at many positions behind a
small -but strong corps of seniors
— even though the term reconstruction might be appropriate, too.
"I just feel like it's a tremendous challenge and we've got to
bring these younger guys along
as fast as we can. We have nine
solid seniors," he said.
"We'll keep doing the same
things. We might not be as multiple, might not be'as complex."
There's some big cleats to fill,
including the entire.' offensive line
and defensive secondary. Among
those most notable for their absence
are two-time All-America offensive tackle Shawn Andrews; tailback Cedric Cobbs, last year's
leading rusher; George Wilson, last
year's leading receiver; cornerback
Ahmad "Batman" Carroll, last
year's interception leader; and linebacker Caleb Miller and safety Tony
Bua, last year's top two tacklers.
They are among 13 players
from last year's team asked to
wear pro uniforms this season.
Arkansas has some depth in the
backfield and at wide receiver on

Houston Nutt
Mumma Razorbacks
offense.
winch -Houston k)tt
Quarter- Heed
Niffee career -12.5 season. 84-49
back Matt Record lest year - 9-4 4-4
e4“thir''' (4th
"`
.
Jones, last s'ith
year's all- Last SEC title - Never
- 4443
purpose Last bowl
yardage 27-14
ReYnc*/8
leader, is e"'"'"
Ramorback %odium. Fayetteiveits
back for ce2tro). wa, taw',Gnat
'
727.
Roc'' ts3
his senior Little
starters- 1
offensive
Returning
— Returning defensive Marten-3
year
—
formation
the on Offensive
I''- Defensive formation —
5 t a r t e r impact playgirl —
sing Awoke
rer
back on starter), lorZta
DSCI
that Side Bermingham and De Amos Maw"
of the ball raolieVief &WW1 HAMS. 1:1188111118V81
linebacker*
and Jet) Huckeha
Seniorcurke Moore and Sam Olteubutu.
Decor , Ousebon marlui - Can flee Wm
overcome Me loss ot 18 starters.
Birming- Caluding 13 signed or selected by
an entirely nee/
•Is Nit Warnel
ham
011119F1SNO brie be able to gam Joni*
to run Ilea
protection
enough
a•
listed
the presea_ offens& W8 ryan mentwely nizedeleaeRich

son starter mon w4 likely play a large role, be
at tailback 910".'"?
ahead of
three experienced juniors. Junior
fullback Brandon Kennedy also is
a projected starter.
Senior Stephen Harris and junior Carlos Ousley are listed as the
top receivers, backed up by sophomores Chris Baker and Cedric
Washington. Receivers coach James
Shibest said all of them have game
experience.
"Sometimes in kind of mop-up
roles, but those are valuable snaps,"
he said.
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Van Haverstock

Sponsored By

flaverstock
Insurance Agency

ar
State Auto
Insurance

a:

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
Nahonal League Standings
Al Times CDT
All Times CDT
East Division
East Noma)
Pct GB
L
Pct GB
39
69
New York
47 561 60
Atlanta
443 542 10 12
58
Boston
52 519 4 12
56
Philadelphia
57 477 17 1,2
52
Tampa Bay
54 500 6 1/2
54
Florida
57 .462 (9
49
Baltenore
55 486 8
52
New York
62 431 22 12
47
Toronto
42
Montreal
66 389 18 1/2
Central Drosion
Centre) Division
L Pci GB
Pct 013
—
570
46
61
Minnesota
38 645 89
St LOUIS
509 6(2
54
56
Cleveland
80
48 556 91.2
Chicago
612
509
52
54
Chicago
54 505 15
55
Mouston
58 468 it
51
Detroit
55 491 18 1/2
Cincinnati
53
364 22
68
39
City
Kansas
57 472 18 1/2
51
Mihssukee
West Drvision
57 462 19 1/2
49
Pittsburgh
Pet GB
West DTVIS.0.3
—
se
566
60
Texas
I. Pc! GB
1/2
561
47
60
Oakland
43 598
Los Angelis
64
541 21/2
50
59
Anaheim
58
50 537 8 1/2
San Diego
367 21 1/2
69
40
Seattle
San Francisco
52 527 11/2
58
47
61 435 17 1/2
Colorado
35
75 31630 1/2
Arizona
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Freshman running back Douglas Willis tries to break tree from a pair of Trigg County
High School defenders in a scrimmage game at Jack D. Rose Stadium Friday in Murray.
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Printer celebrates 15
years serving western
Kentucky businesses

Chamber nears renovation point
Did you Icnow...

through the hard
work of ambassadors with
of
Chamber
the
Commerce annual dinner
silent auction and generous donations of Chamber
businesses,the Commerce
Centre is nearing the point
in renovating the interior
of the building with new
carpeting and furniture
The
upholstery.
Commerce Centre was
Chamber
built in 1982 at the North
Chat
12th location and serves as
By Lisa
the front door to our comSatterwhite
munity. Its first impression
Assistant
to our visitors is vital. The
Director
interior project will cost
Murray/Calloway around $7000 and other
County Chamber donations will also be
of Commerce
much appreciated.

Coming Up Around Town
•Murray's City-wide Sidewalk Sale, through
Aug. 8.
•3rd Annual Back to School Bash USSSA
Baseball Tournament, MCC Park, through Aug.
8.
• Hummngbird Weekend, LBL, Nature
Station, thorugh Aug. 8.
II Weight Matters, Center for Health &
Wellness, Aug. 10, 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.
111 Stress Management Workshop, Center for
Health & Wellness, Aug. 10 & 12, 5:30-6:30
p.m.
• A Day in the Life: The Homeplace
Children's Festival, LBL, Aug. 14.
•Annual Lakeland Archery Target Shoots,
LBL Archery Range, Aug. 14 - 15. 9 a.m.
•Magic of Weight Management, Center for
Health & Wellness, Aug. 19, noon - 12:30 p.m.
& 5 - 5:30 p.m.
•ALS "Stride and Ride" 5K Walk, Run or
Ride, RSEC, Sept. 18.
•City-wide Yard Sale, Sept. 18.
•Murray Main Street Downtown Farmer's
Market, Court Square, every Saturday through
Oct. 9, 7:30 a.m. - noon.
• NBL Sanctioned BMX Bicycle Racing,

LISA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

Dr. Terry Canerdy, Judy Stahler, Kenny Darnell, Tripp Furches and Melissa Finklea
have been added as new board members to the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce. They will serve three year terms.
MCC Park, every Saturday through Oct. 30, call
759-9460.

Highlights from the Commerce Centre
Chamber member Dr. Randy Taylor is organizing the first annual "Stride and Ride" 5K for
teams wanting to walk, run or ride to benefit
local efforts in the battle against ALS, or Lou
Gehrig's disease, a form of Muscular Dystrophy.
The walk is scheduled at the RSEC for
September 18. Sponsors and participants are
needed to help make this event a success. There
are six sponsorship levels. All donations will
benefit MDA and ALS and are tax-deductible.
All funds stay local. Awards, lunch and enter-

tainment will all be part of the "Stride and Ride"
race day. There is a $100 cash prize for the top
male and female participant. For more information contact Randy Taylor at 753-9201 or
Amanda Watson at 1-866-310-4632.

Welcome New Chamber Members
IN General Steel Crane & Rigging, Ron
Wray/Jeff Noland, construction, P.O. Box 1078
Hopkinsville, Ky 42241, 1-800-221-8076
For more information on becoming a member
of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce or hosting a Chamber event contact
Tab Brockman or Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.

Workers will see modest pay
raises, still lower than past

By ADAM GELLER
ILLISLA...airmacun lAtrintear_
ing, which is set oi
LEGAL NOTICE
ARE you a TEAM player
8/16/04 at 11:00 a.m.
A final settlement o
looking for a stable,
Vicki Wilson accounts has been filet
friendly work environCircuit Court Clerl in
Callowa2
the
SPORTABLE
ment?
District Court 13!
Antique Mall SCOREBOARDS is now
Hart TOOTER'S
P.
LEGAL NOTICE
Donald
new management!
applications for
A final settlement o guardian for Michae under our non-traditional accepting full time. DAY
Visit
immediate
accounts has been filet P. Outland, minoi mall in Hazel on 3rd shift positions in our metal
CallowiFQ child.
the
in
department
Street! Hours are 10-4:30 fabricatiog
District Court
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Assistant Used
Car Manager

FHC CUMBERLAND HALL
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
(Hopkinsville, KY)

FHC Cumberland Hall
Attn: Human Resources
210 West 17th Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Fax 270-886-1335
No phone calls please!

begin

September

The Murray Bank promotes two
The Murray Bank recently
announced the promotion of two
key employees, Pam Oglesby and
Phil Quarles, to Officer status.
"I am very pleased to announce
these two, well
H.
' MILWAUKEE. Wisc.
deserved proDavid Travis - CLU. ChFC.
motions." stated
Financial Representative, received
Ronnie Gibson,
the Diamond Award, and was recogPresident
nized during the 12th Annual
CEO of The
Meeting of the Association of
Murray Bank. Agents for sales achievements dur"Pam's 30 years ing the year ending May 21.
and Phil's 14
Travis is associated with The
years of banking
Wise District Agency.
Network's
Oglesby
experience have Paducah, of the Cox Agency,
allowed them to Evansville.
be an integral
Mutual, the
Northwestern
part of The nation's largest direct provider of
Murray Bank's individual life insurance, and has
success."
received the highest possible ratings
note„aky JawJ r,,f9iiiyjm.rcoth trk• Ct.krs4i•xiral
enson Sporting Goods, sorter. Original paint. 2BR $275. 753-6012

Northwestern
Mutual recognizes
local representative

r

it;14

USED carpeting, electric
baseboard heaters, refrigerators, air conditioners,
doors, and storm windows
753-4109
WANT "to buy:
Junk Car and Trucks. Call
or
474-2540
(270)
293-6199 Six days a
week.

Articles
For Sok

McNair Program Coordinator, McNair Scholars
Program, Murray State University. Full time, nonto

InBusiness

150

EOE/AA/M/F/DN/DRUG FREE EMPLOYER

position

Innovative Printing & Graphics, ordering system that makes print
owned by Marc and Belinda buying easy and simple."
Peebles, recently celebrated its 15th
have
Adobe and Microsoft
year in business serving western selected Innovative Printing as
Kentucky.
authorized service providers "so we
Innovative Printing is a high can provide special services to our
quality, full service printer which customers using their products."
specializes in general commercial
Innovative Printing has been
printing with full prepress capabili- receiving recognition in recent
ty. The company prints newsletters, years. Peebles has become known
annual reports, brochures, catalogs, nationally for his leadership. He is a
sales literature and many point-ofleader in the elite CPrintim
sale literature pieces.
(Certified Printers International), an
"Our customer base is a mix of exclusive organization of familysmall businesses, graphic designers
based printers from throughout the
and corporate clients," said Peebles.
States and Canada.
"We want to thank them because United
printing conthey have allowed us to be success- Participants provide
of traditionlevels
high
sumers
with
ful for the past 15 years. We are
looking forward to the next 15 years al customer service and cutting edge
Internet support.
serving western Kentucky."
Innovative Printing & Graphics
The company offers the latest
technology in the region, according is located at 1623 Hwy 121 North in
to Peebles: "We maintain a 24- Murray. For more information about
hour/7 days a week Internet site to the company, call 270-753-8802 or
provide the highest services. We visit the company's website at
also offer a unique online Gateway www.innovativeprinting.com.

519 S. 12th, Murray.

Infection Control Nurse: Current license
to practice as an RN in KY. Experience in
administration of Infection Control Program
required, CIC certification preferred.

tenured

B

2004.

Qualifications: Masters Degree and experience in
working with disadvantaged individuals of varying
education, income, and cultural backgrounds is
required; terminal degree preferred. Must provide
evidence of strong organizational and leadership
skills as well as an ability to work independently with
minimal supervision. Candidates with experience in
office management, counseling, recruitment, mentoring, and/or research/scholarly activity will be given
preferences. Responsibilities: Duties include: student recruitment; program liaison with Scholars, faculty and parents; coordination of faculty-mentored
research experiences; activities development; coordinating academic and financial advising and counseling; program evaluation and assessment; student
recruitment; development of the McNair Newsletter;
development of a GRE preparatory workshop; assisting Scholars with graduate school and financial aid
applications; tracking the McNair graduates; maintenance of accurate programmatic records, and assisting the Program Director in writing proposals and
reports. Application Deadline: August 27. 2004. To
Apply: Submit a resume and letter of application that
clearly addresses the above qualifications relative to
the McNair position. Applicant must include three
letters of reference along with telephone numbers and
e-mail addresses of the three professional references
to Dr. William Price, Associate Provost, Room 333
Wells Hall, Murray State University, Murray, KY
42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal education
and employment opportunity. M/F/D. M employer

SEEKING MANAGER FOR
CONVENIENCE STORE OPERATION
Submit resumes to:
Ginny Burton #3776
Department for Employment Services
275 E. Main Street 2-WA
Frankfort, KY 40621
Responsibilities as store manager include
employee training; paperwork: deposits; scheduling; and ordering stock. Require individual
committed to customer service. Duties as the
store manager are to provide and maintain
excellent quality services. Responsible for managing store inventories and logistics. Salary
$455/wk. plus possible bonus. Prevailing working conditions offered. Job training provided
Equal opportunity employer. Only persons with
authorization to work permanently in the U.S.
need apply.

2pcs. of good used Stainmaster carpet, cream,
14'x12' and 15'x18'. $1001
753-9350
AMERICAN Girt Doll Today. Includes 7 Pleasant
Co. Outfits. 6 other outfits
and curler kit. Excellent
condition. $175. 753-1992
LAPJOP computers. To$200-$300, carpenters/ gardening butcher
block, bench/table $350,
camper, 761-1317
060
Help Wanted

5175. 753-1992
ANTIQUE silver/gold English coffee urn, silver
punch bowl, oil paintings,
mink Jackets, buffet, six tin
piesafe, antique porcelain.
761-1317
COME to Tooter's for a
non-traditional shopping
experience. A variety of
items, new & used. Located behind Charlie's AnHours
Mall.
tique
Mon-Thurs. 10-4:30, Fn. &
Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5!

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1989 2BR, 1BA, $5,500
752-0108
2004 16x80 Bayview mobile home. 1 acre lot 3BR,
270-382-2320
2BA.
$40,000

COME SEE THE NEW
FLOOR
EXCITING
PLANS: With porches and
decks available at Clayton
Camden
in
Homes
731-584-9429
060
Help Wanted

WELDING INSTRUCTOR
PADUCAH AREA TECHNOLOGY
CENTER
The Paducah Area Technology Center is seeking a qualified welding instructor. This is a
full time teaching position with extended
employment possible. Benefits include:
health/life insurance, paid state holidays,
sick leave, annual leave, excellent retirement
system and excellent working conditions.
REQUIREMENTS: Must have 4 years of
occupational work experience, with at least 2
of the years being in the last 5 calendar
years. Must be AWS certified or able to obtain.
certification. For more information and/or an
application call 270-443-6592 or 270-8247546. Please submit a completed application
and resume to:
Don Rowlett, Principal
Paducah Area Technology Center
2400 Adams Street
Paducah, KY 42003

Apartments For Rent
1 & 2BR apts. available for
occupancy
immediate
Please call 753-8221.
1 or 2BR apartment, at
utilities included plus
cable TV, 1 28R mobile
home. 3 min to the water
near Jonathan Creek.
270-474-2282, 731-6428109
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
c90n/mn 75341041
1326 Diuguid. $375 + deposit. Pets with additional
deposit, references required. 293-8462
1419-B Hillwood. $400 per
month. Pets with additional deposit. References
required. 293-8462
1BR all appliances. Oaks
apartments. 759-4118
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty 753-4444
1BR apt, newly redecorated, 753-8588
1BR studio. $345 p/mo.
1BR vi/ study, W/D. $350
p/mo. 2BR townhouse.
W/D, $410 p/mo, Call
270-753-7559 if no answer please leave message.
W/D
carport.
1BR,
hookup, clean, no pets.
$345/month. 753-6931 or
293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
about move in free days
Coleman RE 759-4118
apt,
bedroom
2
Northwood Sutxi . water,
sewer, gar-bage pick-up
included, lease, deposit
required, 293-5117
2 bedroom duplex. C/KA.
W/D hookup, all appliances furnished No pets.
436-5960
2BR 1bath with carport, all
appliances furnished, wid
hook-up, C/H/A. 1 year
lease, 1 month deposit.
No pets(270)753-29(15
2BR 2 bath. 2 blocks from
MSU. Wel hook-up. no
pets $395 per month & deposit References required
Daytime 753-3949 after
6girn 759-3050
FOR Rent: 2 bedroom duplex $375. 759-4406

Education Cabinet
Department for Workforce Investment
Office of Career & Technical Education
Equal Education and Employment
Opportunities M/F/D

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

NICE 3BR, 2 bath, 16x80.
5 miles north of Murray.
C/H/A, carport, shed, all
appliances, washer, dryer,
water provided. Wooded
lot. $450/mo., deposit.
Call 753-2913.
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The Cards are stacked in win over Mets
age and was second with 144 homers, helping St. Louis to a major league-best 70-38
record. The Cardinals have used a variety of
players in left field, and now right fielder
Reggie Sanders probably will move to left to
make room for Walker.
Pujols is 12-for-28 (.429) during a sixthird
Albert Pujols'
ST. LOUIS (AP)
hitting streak with two homers, includgame
hit snapped a seventh-inning tie, and Matt
game-winner in the ninth against the
a
ing
Morris followed another shaky outing with a Expos on Wednesday. This time, he helped
strong one, helping the St. Louis Cardinals end the Mets' three-game winning streak.
beat the New York Mets 6-4 Friday night
Mike Cameron and Richard Hidalgo hit
after acquiring star outfielder Larry Walker.
consecutive solo homers off Kiko Calero in
The Cardinals won for the 14th time in the ninth. Jason Isringhausen got two outs
18 games on a night in which they improved for his 29th save in 34 chances.
the NL's best offense by adding Walker in a
Cliff Floyd hit a two-run homer, his 15th.
trade with Colorado for Class-A closer Jason off Morris for the game's first runs in the
sixth.
Burch and two players to be named.
But the Cardinals rallied to tie it while
Walker fills the only void in the lineup
trade for Walker, a three-time NL batting
the
aver.280
a
with
NL
the
led
that
team
a
for

St. Louis acquires Larry
Walker from Colorado to
help already potent lineup

AP Photo

St. Louis Cardinals So Taguchi is out trying to steal seeond as New York Mets Jose Reyes applies the tag, with
Kazuo Matsui looking on in the fifth inning, Friday in St.
Louis.

champion, was being announced.
Sanders, who returned to the lineup after
missing five games with a ribcage injury,
played a role in the two-run sixth. His infield
hit advanced Pujols to third, and he scored
on Hector Luna's sacrifice fly to tie it at 2.
The inning featured a perfect bunt by Jim
Edmonds. Third baseman David Wright allowed
the ball to roll and it stopped directly in the
middle of the baseline near the bag.
Morris reached on shortstop Kaz Matsui's
two-base throwing error to start the seventh.
Pinch-runner Marlon Anderson went to third
on a sacrifice and scored on Pujols' two-out
hit.
The Cardinals opened it up in the eighth
with RBI singles by pinch-hitter Tony Wornack, Roger Cedeno and So Taguchi — all
off Mike DeJean.

Keep on, Keepin' on

Arkansas trying to build
young team around
small group of seniors

no and Kentucky assistant head
coach Steve Ortmayer — subbing
for Brooks — said the Sept. 5
contest in Louisville could likely
come down to Louisville's highpowered offepse against KenLEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — tucky's experienced defense.
The Kentucky-Louisville football
"I can see that as being a very
series will continue after the pres- good matchup," Ortmayer said.
ent contract runs out in 2005.
Louisville finished 94 last seaathletics directors from both son, averaging 35.6 points and
schools said Thursday.
488.8 yards of total offense per
Kentucky's Mitch Barnhart and
game. The Cardinals have nine
Louisville's Tom Jurich both said
starters back on offense, includthe series, which resumed in 1994
senior quarterback Stefan
ing
after a 70-year hiatus,. is in no
LeFors, a first-team All-Conferjeopardy of ending.
ence USA selection last season.
Kentucky coach Rich Brooks
Kentucky, 4-8 last season, has
said last year that the Wildcats
starters back on defense,
nine
might prefer to schedule the game
defensive end"Nincent
including
later in the season, instead of at
Burns, who has
Pea"
"Sweet
the start. Louisville officials have
preseason Allmany
on
appeared
game
maintained they want the
lists.
Conference
Southeastern
at the beginning of the season,
say if herwouldn't
Petrino
and Jurich and coach Bobby Petrialded freshman quarterback Brian
no affirmed that opinion ThursBrohm — one of the nation's top
day. .
quarterbacks last sea"You've got the whole spring high school
play against the
would
—
son
and summer for people to specwould be redhe
if
or
Wildcats
ulate and the hype to build,"
Michael Bush,
Sophomore
shirted.
Jurich said. "The high schools
from quarterback
get big advantages out of it. You who is moving
also will play
get so much enjoyment from every- to running back,
Petrino said.
defense,
on
some
you're
Plus,
's
standpoint.
body
year's game
last
won
Louisville
both undefeated going into the
with
timeout
a
called
Petrino
40-24.
to
side
-down
game. There is no
allowed the
that
left
seconds
13
it."
extra
Barnhart wouldn't say Thurs- Cardinals time to tack on an
day if it still is Kentucky's stance touchdown, and he said he wouldthat the game should be later in n't be surprised if Kentucky coaches and players used that as motithe season.
"We will play. I don't know vation for this year.
"As a football coach, I couldany of the details, but we're going
to play." Barnhart said. "We'll n't win," Petrino said. "We scored
get to it soon enough. It won't a touchdown, and the Kentucky
affect the future of the series. fans got mad at me. and the U
of L fans were mad at me because
We'll work it out."
Barnhart and Jurich said they I didn't go for two" after the
likely would meet after the sea- touchdown.
Ortmayer played down that incison to discuss the details of a
future contract between the dent, though.
"I don't even give that a
schools. Jurich said Louisville's
impending move from Conference thought," Ortmayer said. "EveryUSA to the Big East Conference body has got their game plan. I
will have no effect on the Car- don't have a right to worry about
dirilig"annual game with Kentucky. what the opponents' game plan
As for this year's game, Petri- is."

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark.(AP) —
Houston Nun's football team will
be different in lots of ways this
-season. Lots of familiar faces will
be replaced by — well, in some
instances that remains to be seen.
Last year's 9-4 team(44 Southeastern Conference), which won
the Independence Bowl,lost 24 seniors and five junior starters. It
returns one offensive starter and
three on defense. And coaches
expect some of the youngest players on the team to contribute —
immediately — because of a lack
of depth.
"You're going to have to get
the program out to know these
guys," Nutt acknowledged.
Despite the wave of new faces,
Nutt remains upbeat 'about his
team's prospects going into what
is regarded as the toughest schedule Arkansas has ever played. Nutt
refuses to term his seventh season at Arkansas a rebuilding year,
but says the team will be "reloading" at many positions behind a
small but strong corps of seniors
— even though the term reconstruction might be appropriate, too.
"I just feel like it's a tremendous challenge and we've got to
bring these younger guys along
as fast as we ,can. We have nine
solid seniors," he said.
"We'll keep doing the same
things. We might not be as multiple, might not be as complex."
There's some big cleats to fill,
including the entire offensive line
and defensive secondary. Among
those most notable for their absence
are two-time All-America offensive tackle Shawn Andrews; tailback Cedric Cobbs, last year's
leading rusher; George Wilson, last
year's leading receiver; cornerback
Ahmad "Batman" Carroll, last
year's interception leader; and linebacker Caleb Miller and safety Tony
Bua, last year's top two tacklers.
They are among 13 players
from last year's team asked to
wear pro uniforms_ this season.
Arkansas has some depth in the
backfield and at wide receiver on

GOVERNORS CUP

Kentucky-Louisville
series will continue,
athletic directors say

SportsBriefs
IN Murray Middle School will hold
softball tryouts on Monday at 5 p.m. at
the Murray High School softball complex Practice will conclude about
6 30 p m Girls in grades 6-8 are
encouraged to attend.
SI Murray High School junior golfer
Angela Debella won the Pepsi Junior
Golf Tournament for the girl's 16-18
age division
Daniel Harper. also of Murray, won
the boy's 10 and under age drvison.
The player of the year in each age
division spent the summer playing in
the Pepsi Junior Golf Tour events to
earn points to qualify for player of the
year
Debella won with 865 points. while
Harper finished with 955. There was a
possible 1000 points that could be
earned
• LOUISVILLE. Ky — Western
Kentucky has extended the contract
of athletics director Wood Selig
through 2008, the university said
Friday in a written release
Under Selig. Western Kentucky
was twice awarded the Vic Bubas
Cup. presented to the Sun Belt
Conference school which displays
overall excellence in the league's 18
sports In the last few years, the university has added women's soccer as
its 20th sport and completed a $36.5
million athletic facility renovation.

AP Photo

Louisville head coach Bobby Petrino speaks next to the
Governor's Cup Monday, at the University Club of Kentucky in Lexington during the University of Kentucky-University of Louisville joint news conference promoting the
schools' football game Sept. 5. The Governor's Cup is
awarded to the winner.

Houston Nutt
Arkansas Razorback*
offense.
mach — Houston Nutt
Quarter- pawl
Illett's career — 1215 season. 84-49
back Matt Record last year — 9-4.
..WO I
COMM.
Jones, last Southeastern
Place- West!
year's all- Last SEC Otte — Never
bowl game -Lest
purpose Independence
Bowl, beat
yardage 27-14
Stedlern — DORISI W.
leader, is Ram:aback Stadium. Fa
back for (72,000); War alsmatial
Rock 153,727)
his senior Little
t
Returning Missals,almilare
year . — Returning eletenalma atertera — 3
tormadon —
the only Offensive
Defensive lorinstion — Multiple
starter Inspect Weyer, — Quarterback
Matt Jones (only returning ollanelve
back on ga611e1).
tailbacks
that side ilkisingturn and De'Arrius
Steven Harris
of the ball fecsiver
end Jet, Huckeba, linebadaini
Senior Clarke Moore and Sam Okaubuak
Ouestion marks — Can the
DeCori overcome
the Iota al 18
.ng 13 signed or selected
Birmingteams? WIC an entirely
is
ham
ens be able to give
protection to run
listed as
teens& Wit an entirely new
the presea- sive secondary, in which true
son starter Merl wet likely play a large role,
at tailback tedrwe
ahead of
three experienced juniors. Junior
fullback Brandon Kennedy also is
a projected starter.
Senior Stephen Harris and junior Carlos Ousley are listed as the
top receivers, backed up by sophomores Chris Baker and Cedric
Washington. Receivers coach James
Shibest said all of them have game
experience.
"Sometimes in kind of mop-up
roles, but those are valuable snaps,"
he said.

SCOREBOARD
Represen ttog

Sponsored By;

Haverstock
Insurance Agency

State Auto
Insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415

Van Haverstock

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
Noboru.' League Standings
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American League Standings
At Tories CDT
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MICHAEL DANNTLedger & Times photo

Freshman running back Douglas Willis tries to break free from a pair of Trigg County
High School defenders in a scrimmage game at Jack D. Rose Stadium Friday in Murray.

Classifieds
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein a subect to the Federal Fau
Housing Act, which makes it illegal to ad vernse any preference, lintgallon or discrimination based on race,color, religion, sex. handicap,
familial status or national catgut, or intennon to make am such preferences,!mutations or discnnunabon

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the kit
neerbon or their ark tor any error Murray
Ledger & Trnes tell be responaile or only one
incorrect insertion Any error Would be reported
rnmeckately so =actions can be made.

State laws forbid chscrunnution in the sale, rental Of lOVCRUillfg Of
real estate based on factors in addinco to those peandied under federal law
We will knowingly accept any advertising for real estate which is not
in violation of the law All persons are hereby informed that all
dwelbngs advertised are available on an equal opportunity bass

DEADLINES
Monday
Theeday
Wednesday ..... ........
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon. 11 a.m.
5 p.m.
Wed. 11 a.m.
Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

For further assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements, contact NM Counsel Rene P Warn
7I3)648-1000

Sthss17..ri,

010
020
025
COO
040
050
060
070
NO
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
165
180

190
195
200
210
220
260
270
290
285
300
320
330
340
380
370
380
390
410
425

Lepel Notice
Nodal
Personals
Financial
Roornmelle Wanted
Lost And Found
Heap Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Appliance pawls
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn 8 Garden
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430
435
440
445
450
455

Finn Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets 8 Supplies
Livestock 8 Supplies
Pubtic Sale
Land For Rent or Lease

460

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
see
570

"Eitii,aturrayiedger.com

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Real Wile
LAire Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rant
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATVs
Auto Pans
Sport utility vendee
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 8 Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco 8 Supplies

$7.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40'; Discount 3rd Run.
AU

44, Mast Run With,, S 0.1, Pr,wo

$3.00 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Cuidel

PLACE YOUR LINE Al2 ANI21116/ILL APPEAR UN
THE WEBSITE AT No EXTRA CHARGE,
ords or less
fil
.25 Fir
iMilMillinMil
Over 20 words 5.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: 5.11 per word per day.
'
op int.,
53.00 extra for till,
matter
submitted
any
edit
or
The publisher maintains the right to reject

Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for
y-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monda
010

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Murray will receive sealed bids
for bituminous asphalt paving. Bids are to be
delivered to the City Clerk's Office by 1:00
p.m. on Friday, August 27, 2004.
Specifications are available at the City
Clerk's Office located at 104 N. 5th Street,
Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Due to the following non-payment
of rent a

PUBLIC AUCTION

YOUTH SOCCER REGISTRATION
July 29 & Aug. 5• 5-8 p.m.
July 31 & Aug. 7•9 a.m.-2 p.m.
PLACE: The Trophy Case

CAREER-MINDED heat
mg and cooling installer
basic sheet metal, brazing
experience. Must be
clean, neat, and professional. Join a winning
team. Good pay, vacation
& holiday pay, paid training, and bonuses. Call
753-0300

AGE: Anyone born
before Aug. 1, 2001

COOK
OSO

020
Notice

Acres

GREEN

Health

Care is currently hiring for
the following positions:
LPN-RN weekend option
6p-6a. Work 12 hrs, get
paid for 16 hrs., LPN-RN.
PRN, 2p-10p shift. We
have excellent wages and
benefits. Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person.

NEEDED: Block layers for
project in Murray, KY. October through December

Afternoon Shift
28-32 hrs./ week
Apply in person at

Bring Social Security Number

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Nodes

060

060

060

020

Used
Nodes

2004. Call 270-350-1133

Lost and Found

will be held on

Sat., August 14•9 a.m.

AAA Mini Storage
Duigiud Drive
Units 1, 14, 27, 44, 49, 51, 55, 57, 58, 72,

75, 79, 100.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement o

accounts has been file(
in Calloway Distric
Cind;
by
Court
Outland, guardian fo)
Rachel Dawn Outland
minor child.
Exceptions to thi:
settlement 'Mist IN
filed in the Callowa;
County District Cour
on or -before the hear
ing, which is set on
8/16/04 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerl

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement o
accounts has been file(
in Calloway Distric
Cind;
by
Court
Outland, guardian for
Rachel Dawn Outland
minor child.
Exceptions to thii
settlement must IN
filed in the Callowip
County District Cour
on or before the hear
ing, which is set 01
8/16/04 at 11:00 a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerl

LEGAL NOTICE

COPELAND Orchards: REWARD for lost dog:
Black and tan female rottPeaches, Nectarines, Toweiler, Ellie. 16 mo. old.
matoes, vegetables. MayPink and blue collar.
field. (270)623-8312.
spayed. Has microchip.
PRACTICAL Dental As773-725-7969. 270-965sisting We are now taking
9185
applications for the class
REWARD for lost Sony
which starts September
Cybershot camera Ask
11, 2004. You will be
753-6602
Lisa
-trained on Saturdays for for
753-3961
11 weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
060
while you gain skills for a
Help Wanted
dental
new career. Most
assistants have evenings,
2 Openings - Softy,:
weekends & holidays off.
De-velopment firm seek
For information call: Dr.
ing Customer/Technical
Charles Bohle, (270)
Support Reps w/great
442-0256. Limited enrollphone & computer skills.
ment! Call Now
F/T. Great work environPSYCHIC readings by
ment, Health Ins.. 18 paid
Mrs. Ann. Tells past, predays off/yr. Send resume
sent, future. Advise on all
to mike@ powerclaim or
affairs of life. 767-0508
Hawkins Research, 406
406 N 4th St., Murray, KY
42071

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

a TEAM player

ARE you
A final settlement o
looking for a stable.
accounts has been file(
friendly work environCallowa;
the
in
SPORTABLE
ment?
b;
Court
District
SCOREBOARDS is now
TOOTER'S Antique Mall
Hart
P.
Donald
LEGAL NOTICE
under new management, accepting applications for
A final settlement o guardian for Michae Visit our non-traditional immediate full time. DAY
accounts has been file( P. Outland, mino, mall in Hazel on 3rd shift positions in our metal
Callowa; child.
the
in
department
fabrication
Street! Hours are 10-43
Exceptions to this set Mon-Thurs Friday and and for potential openings
District Court
Hart tlement must be file( Saturday 10-5! Sunday in all other areas. We offer
P.
Donald
Callowa; 1-51
the
guardian for Michae in
competitive wages and
benefits with opportunities
P. Outland, mino] District Court on oi
for advancement. Apply
before the hearing se
child.
Lost and Found
at: 106 Max Hurt Drive
Exceptions to this set on 8/16/04 at 11:0(
Murray.
tlement must be file( a.m.
Vicki Wilson CAR keys stolen from S
Callowa;
the
in
Circuit Court Clerl 9th St. Saturday. Key
District Court on ol
chain has sentimental
before the hearing se
value. Call 759-1361
on 8/16/04 at 11:0(
NOTICE TO
a.m.
CREDITORS
JUST give us a call,
Vicki Wilson
well be glad to help,
Circuit Court Clerl The following estatt
Your loved one we'll
appoint
fiduciary
try to find.
has immediate openings
LEGAL NOTICE
mad(
been
ments have
we all have
'Cause
for Assistant Managers
o
t
settlemen
final
A
Callowa;
the
in
Furry
Must be customer
accounts has been file( County District Court
or Feathered Friends,
oriented with food
Callowa; All claims agains
the
in
Here at the
expenence.
service
13;
Court
District
these estates should IN
Ledger & Times.
Apply at 616 N. 12th.
Wilson filed with the fiduciar
Tamra
No phone calls please.
guardian for Candic( within six months o
6
753-191
Call
Wood, minor child.
the date of qualifica
Exceptions to this set tion.
060
060
tlement must be file(
Help Wanted
Help Wanted
Callowa; Estate of: Ernestine M
the
in
District Court on 01 Bucy, 408 South 11t1
before the hearing se Street, Murray, in
on 8/16/04 at 11:0( 42071; Case #04-P
Assistant Used
a.m.
Fiduciary
00166;
Vicki Wilson Solon G. Bucy, 40)
Car Manager
Circuit.Court Clerl South 11th Street
Local GM dealer needs person who can assist in
Murray, KY 42071
Used Car Department. Must have a minimum of
Appointed: July 19
1 year experience in automotive buying, selling
NOTICE: All stored items 2004; Attorney: N/A.
appraising. Compensation based on experiand
in storage units 44, 58, 69,
ence.
Roberti
of:
82. 87 at G & W Storage, Estate
749 Cole
94 East, Hwy. 280, Mur- Suiter,
Forward resume to:
Rd.
Campground
ray, KY 42071 have been
Gary Loveday,
abandoned and if all
Murray, KY 42071
Go Brandon Cadillac-Olds-Buick-Pontiac
charges for storage units
Case #04-P-00169; Co
P.O. Box 1035, Murray, KY, 42071 or e-mail
44, 48, 69, 79, 82, 87. are
Fiduciary: Kennett
resume to gary@ brandonautoworld.com
not paid in full on or before
Dale Suiter, 100!
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
August 15, 2004. G & W
Campgroun(
Coles
Storage will have legal
EOE
Murray, 10
Rd.,
possession of all items. A
42071; Co-Fiduciary
sale date for said items
MURRAY FACTORY CONNECTION a retail
Gary Don Suiter, 90'
will be posted at a later
Campgroun(
Coles
clothing store currently operating over 150
date.
K) stores in 10 states throughout the south has the
Murray,
Rd.,
42071; Appointed: Jul;
following position available:
020
26, 2004; Attorney
• Part Time Relief Manager
Warren K. Hopkins
Notice
s that possess an upbeat outgoing
Candidate
Street
405 Maple
personality, sales experience and ability to
Suite B, Murray, 10
CALLOWAY County Fam
work a flexible schedule will quality for:
42071.
Family

V

ily History Book.
histories needed. Not necessary to have been bom
in Calloway County Entries up to 500 words, one
picture free. Entries may
be turned in at Murray
Woman's Clubhouse, :704
Vine Street, on Thursdays
from 11-2 and 4-6 For
more information call
759-4938

J 401 (k)

J Clothing Allowance

Check us
out on the
Web!

Please forward your resume to:

HELP 0200
701 RAILROAD AVE.
ALBERTVILLE, AL 35951
FAX 256-878-2803
Email: jggnmitlactoys&rinKtiQnsivm
'Please note resumes received without
the proper help number indicated will not be
considered-

Hickory

Woods

Retirement Center

84 Utterback Rd.• Marra,.

('all 11e Talk?
i)s.,iwak.d. K0,21011,11 A
•

OIR'.
Stan
41e
Start
4 Student(;rad.
1
/
0/11's ,
Vi dt..011k.
S(It I.217

St 5% 55.tp.a-irtick.ct+tii
t t,
FURNITURE store closing. Need temporary sales
help. Call 270-519-4899

flexible person who
would enjoy working
with the elderly in a
pleasant atmosphere
Apply in person:
Fern Terrace of
Murray, LLC,
1505 Stadium View Dr.
EOE
WENDY'S now accepting
applications crew for all
positions. Apply in person,
1111 Chestnut St. EOE
090
Domestic & Childcare
WILL clean up before and
after renters. new conremodeling.
struction,
floors, windows, kit, baths,
Experienced
etc.
436-5914, Valerie
120
Computers

601114M90410460414641411414.111

RETAIL salesperson and
sewing maching operators. Manual & computer
machines. Sewing expenence helpful Apply in person: Faye's Custom Embroidery, 308 N. 12th,
Murray.

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

FHC CUMBERLAND HALL
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
(Hopkinsville, KY)
Infection Control Nurse: Current license
to practice as an RN in KY. Experience in
administration of Infection Control Program
required, CIC certification preferred.
FHC Cumberland Hall
Attn: Human Resources
210 West 17th Street
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Fax 270-886-1335

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633
BUYING aluminum cans.
Key Auto Parts 753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods.
519 S 12th. Murray.
USED carpeting, electric
baseboard heaters. refrigerators. air conditioners,
doors, and storm windows
753-4109
WANT to buy
Junk Car and Trucks. Call
or
474-2540
(270)
293-6199 Six days a
week.
150
Articles
For Sale

No phone calls please!
EOE/AA/M/F/DN/DRUG FREE EMPLOYER
McNair Program Coordinator, McNair Scholars
Program, Murray State University. Full time, nontenured position to begin September 2004.
Qualifications: Masters Degree and experience in
working with disadvantaged individuals of varying
education, income, and cultural backgrounds is
required; terminal degree preferred. Must provide
evidence of strong organizational and leadership
skills as well as an ability to work independently with
minimal supervision. Candidates with experience in
office management, counseling, recruitment, mentoring, and/or research/scholarly activity will be given
preferences. Responsibilities: Duties include: student recruitment; program liaison with Scholars, faculty and parents; coordination of faculty-mentored
research experiences; activities development; coordinating academic and financial advising and counseling: program evaluation and assessment; student
recruitment; development of the McNair Newsletter;
development of a GRE preparatory workshop; assisting Scholars with graduate school and financial aid
applications; tracking the McNair graduates; maintenance of accurate programmatic records, and assisting the Program Director in writing proposals and
reports. Application Deadline: August 27. 2004. To
Apply: Submit a resume and letter of application that
clearly addresses the above qualifications relative to
the McNair position. Applicant must include three
letters of reference along with telephone numbers,and
e-mail addresses of the three professional references
to Dr. William Price, Associate Provost Room 333
Wells Hall. Murray State University. Murray, KY
42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University Ls an equal education
and employment opportunity. M/F/D. AA employer

SEEKING MANAGER FOR
CONVENIENCE STORE OPERATION
Submit resumes to:
Ginny Burton #3776
Department for Employment Services
275 E. Main Street 2-WA
Frankfort, KY 40621
Responsibilities as store manager include
employee training; paperwork; deposits; scheduling: and ordering stock. Require individual
committed to customer service. Duties as the
store manager are to provide and maintain
excellent quality services. Responsible for managing store inventones and logistics. Salary
$455/wk. plus possible bonus. Prevailing working conditions offered. Job training provided.
Equal opportunity employer. Only persons with
authorization to work permanently in the U.S.
need apply.

Aso •••
4.64•Alar.04.8.44.4448.8840.4airsailk-

The Bull Pen
is now hiring
experienced
servers.
Apply in
person at
110 S. 5th St.

.1 ale /It

Oto

Classified

ummer Covings

NURSES AIDE
PRN work as needed all
shifts prefer experience.
but will train. Need

060

060

VISA

2pcs of good used Stain
master carpet, cream
14'x12' and 15'x18' $100
753-9350
AMERICAN Girl Doll Today Includes 7 Pleasant
Co. Outfits, 6 other outfits
and curler kit. Excellent
condition. $175. 753-1992
LAPTOP computers. Toshiba $200-$300, carpenters/ gardening butcher
block, bench/table $350.
camper, 761-1317
060
Help Wanted

Purchase a line ad for 3 day &
receiVe 1 day FREE!
Purchase a line ad for 6 days &
receive 2 days FREE!
• Private party for sale items only.
• No changes or refund for early cancellation
• Ad must be prepaid

DEADLINES
Monday & Shopper
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Friday 11 am
Friday 11 am
Monday 5 pm
Wednesday 11 am
Wednesday 5 pm
Thursday 12 noon

Come By or Call 753-1916 and ask for
Jill Stephens or Julie Brown.
We accept Visa arid Mastercard

150
Articles
For Sale
LIKE-NEW 3Z TV and en
tertainment center $350
for all 436-5832
Appliances
WASHER and dryer $100
for par. Refrigerator $200.
freezer on bottom, ve
7-0143

ANTIQUE green wagon
seat. $200 Grain or berry
paint.
sorter. Dogma
$175. 753-1992
ANTIQUE silver/gold English coffee urn, silver
punch bowl, oil paintings,
mink jackets, buffet six tin
piesafe, antique porcelain.
761-1317
COME to Tooter's for a
non-traditional shopping
experience A variety of
items, new & used. Located behind Charlie's AnHours
Mall.
tique
Mon-Thurs. 10-4:30, Fri. &
Sat 10-5, Sun. 1-5!
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
1989 2BR 1BA $5,500
752-0108
2004 16x80 Bayview mobile home. 1 acre lot 3BR,
270-382-2320
2BA
$40.000
COME SEE THE NEW
FLOOR
EXCITING
PLANS: With porches and
decks available at Clayton
Camden
in
Homes
731-584-9429
060
Help Wanted

WELDING INSTRUCTOR
PADUCAH AREA TECHNOLOGY
CENTER
The Paducah Area Technology Center is seeking a qualified welding instructor. This is a
full time teaching position with extended
employment possible. Benefits include:
health/life insurance, paid state holidays,
sick leave, annual leave, excellent retirement
system and excellent working conditions.
REQUIREMENTS: Must have 4 years of
occupational work experience, with at least 2
of the years being in the last 5 calendar
years. Must be AWS certified or able to obtain'
certification. For more information and/or an
application call 270-443-6592 or 270-8247546. Please submit a completed application
and resume to:
Don Rowlett. Principal
Paducah Area Technology Center
2400 Adams Street
Paducah, KY 42003
Education Cabinet
Department for Workforce Investment
Office of Career & Technical Education
Equal Education and Employment
Opportunities M/F'/D

lets
Free Pal
g Dock of
Loadin
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

270
Mobile Homes For Sale
LAND!!! Call now. Also. 1
acre lots with improvements in Huntington and
Humboldt More acreage
available. 731-584-9429
REPO'& orporate says
sell th ! Single and doubt ides Payments as
w as $120. Clayton
Camden 731-584-9429
Mobile Homes For Rent
(1) 2BR for rent. C/H/A
with approved credit.
437-4465
2BR $275. 753-6012
NICE 3BR. 2 bath, 16x80.
5 miles north of Murray,
C/H/A, carport, shed, all
appliances, washer, dryer.
water provided Wooded
deposit
lot. $450/mo
Call 753-2913

Apartments For Rent
1 & 2BR apts available for
occupancy.
immediate
Please call 753-8221.
1 or 2BR apartment, all
utilities included plus
cable TV. 1 2BR mobile
home. 3 min to the water
near Jonathan Creek
270-474-2282. 731-6428109
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
S200/mo 753-4109
1326 Diuguid $375 + deposit Pets with additional
deposit. references reqtpred 293-8462
1419-B Hillwood. $400 per
month Pets with additional deposit References
reauirecl. 293-8462
1BR all appliances. Oaks
apartments. 759-4118
1BR apt available all appliances furnished. MurGal Realty 743-4444
1BR apt, newly redecorated. 753-8588
1BR studio $345 p/mo
1BR w/ study. W/D, $350
pima 2BR townhouse,
W/D. S410 pano. Call
270-753-7559 if no answer please leave message
W/D
carport.
1BR
hookup, clean, no pets.
$345/month 753-6931 or
293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments Ask
about move in free days
Coleman RF 759-4118
apt.
bedroom
2
Northwood Subd . water,
sewer. gar-bage pick-up
included, lease, deposit
required. 293-5117
2 bedroom duplex, C/H/A.
W/D hookup. all appliances furnished. No pets.
436-5960
2BR tbath with carport, all
appliances furnished, wid
hook-up. C/H/A, 1 year
lease. 1 month deposit
No pets 1270)753-2905
2BR 2 bath. 2 blocks from
MSU. wod hook-up. no
pets $395 per month & deposit References required.
Daytime 753-3949 after
6pm 759-3050
FOR Rent. 2 bedroom duplex. $375. 759-4406

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SALE!
ON Fine Pre-Ownd
Furniture

20960% OFF
SELECTED
ITEMS
Thru August
/pen Tues.-Fri. 9:00-5:00
Saturday 9:00-3:00

INTERIOR CONSIGNMENT
SHOWCASE
728 East Broadway • Mayfiskl, KY

(270)247-3388

OUR COMPANY IS GROWING AND NEEDS
THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS FILLED:
HUMAN RESOURCE ASSISTANT
Will be responsible for all payroll, reports, training materials and data base and duties assisting HR manager Must have two years experience in HR field

MAINTENANCE REPAIRER
Responsible for general maintenance and carpentry work as directed by supervisor. Minor
repairs to residential homes, office, CH workshop Must have a minimum of two years maintenance experience

STAFF NURSE
Must be a licensed practical nurse or a registered nurse is preferred. Will monitor the medical needs of all persons and ensure a quality
system of medical support is in place. Will visit
each residence and CH site at least twice
monthly to monitor overall medication regime.
Serve as liaison between physicians and
CAKY, guardians, individuals and or families.
Our company offers opportunity for advancement, excellent benefits including paid training,
401K, medical/dental/eye insurance, paid holidays. vacation and sick leave.

APPLY IN PERSON
COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES
6145 Symsonia Highway
Symsonia, KY

"Therapy With A
Progressive Edge"
I Niendit arc ,44111111l11.,

mdn seeking talented ;her..
iimins. We offer a M-F schedule,
• ,ibtise rates, strong benefits and unlimited growth
1110

,

/1,1111 ;I it% Pe}, I I 111111.111%

REHAU MANAGER
Pt MEW()Kt, PADUCAH

PT
MBROKF
S 1(1.0(1(1 SIGN-ON BONUS
OWE!s:SBORO

PTA
PE MBROIsi BOWLING GREEN
FRANK'IN, OIATNSBORO

SLP
Nqi0R0, fORDSVI1 LE, PADUCAH,
BOWl IN(, GREEN, FRANKLIN
S.).000 SIGN-ON BONUS

COTA
I )Wl INC GM IN. FRANKLIN
OT
vt MBROKE, CADIZ,
BOWLING GREEN, FRANKLIN
$5,000 SIGN-ON BONUS
OWENSBORO SUBURBS
S2,000 SIGN-ON BONUS

[

I of .ifklition.il information or lo apph.
ple..e.r. I IHILII I htendicire Health
Services, Inc., Attn: lenniter Weimer,
I -800.195-5000, ext. 82;4. Fax:
4t4-908-814t. Email: iweimerC

roendirare.com 11,e %alio. equal
,.pi..10,1A .111(i WI/fish/fie diversity.

af AuSi frOu (ARf

Help Vilarded

Farm Operation Manager, School of Agriculture,
Murray State University. Full time. 12 month position
to begin September 2004. Qualifications: Bachelor
of Science degree in Agriculture required, Master's
degree preferred. Two years farm managerial expen
ence or other agncultural management experience
required. Applicants must have a current valid driver's license and must obtain a Commercial Drivers
License the first six weeks of employment.
Applicants must obtain a Chemical Applicators
License within the first six months of employment.
Responsibilities: Oversee and coordinate university
farming operations. Provide facilities and equipment
as needed for the efficient operations of all farm
enterprises, to include care and maintenance of farm
buildings, equipment and grounds. Responsible for
maintaining the university farms in a professional.
well-kept manner. Must be able to operate farm
equipment such as tractors, combines, skid steer loaders. etc. Train and supervise all farm staff. Properly
maintain, beef herd, etc. Reconcile budget accounts
on farm income and expenses. Coordinate field days.
livestock shows and other special farm events as
required. Help provide an environment that advances
the overall educational and research objectives of the
university farms and work related industry partners.
Coordinate farm operations, equipment and facilities
with School of Agriculture faculty and staff.
Supervise staff, perform maintenance and oversee
day-to-day farm operations. Application Deadline:
August 20. 2004. To Apply: Send letter of application, vitae, transcripts and three professional letters of
recommendation to: Sarah Alexander, Administrative
Secretary, School of Agriculture, Murray State
University, 103 South Oakley Applied Science,
Murray, KY 42071-3345.
Women and minorities and encouraged to apply.
Murray State University is an equal education and
employment opportunity. M/F/D,
employer.

Agriculture Diversification Enhancement Alliance
(ADEA) Coordinator/Lecturer, School of Agriculture.
Murray State University,'This is a full-time. twelve-month,
grant funded position as Coordinator of an Agricultural
Diversification Enhancement Alliance Grant, Lecturer of
Horticultural Science classes, and Agricultural
Diversification Laboratory Manager to begin August, 2004.
Qualifications: Master's degree in Agnculture required:
familiarity and involvement in greenhouse, nursery production/management and/or aquaculture required. teaching
experience in secondary and/or higher education required.
Applicants must exhibit the ability to interact with area producers and state agencies. Responsibilities: Coordinate and
implement all ADEA activities as described in the approved
grant proposal. Specifically', maintain budget oversight of
grant: teach selected plant science/horticulture classes as
assigned; and plan, implement and manage greenhouse,
nursery and aquaculture initiatives. Additionally, will coordinate associated field days and educational opportunities;
plan, design and conduct relevant research and demonstration projects to meet grant objectives; provide planning,
implementation and visioning for continued Pullen Farm
Development; and work with Agricultural Diversification
Enhancement Alliance partners to promote Diversification
activities in Agriculture. Application Deadline: August 15.
2004. To Apply: Send letter of application. vitae, transcripts and three current professional letters of recommendations to: ADEA Coordinator/Lecturer Search Committee,
c/o Ms. Sarah Alexander, Administrative Secretary, School
of Agriculture. Murray State University, 103 South Oakley
Applied Science, Murray. KY 42071-3341., Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity M/F/D. AA employer

CARPENTERS & LABORERS
For project in Murray, KY. Must have experience with industrial & commercial
concrete work. Physical & drug screen
required. Competitive pay and benefits,
including medical insurance, 401(k), and
paid holidays. If interested call: (859)3338238.
Denham-Blythe Company, Inc.
855 Springfield Hwy, Suite 101
Goodlettsville, TN 37072

EXTENDICA,Kt

Murray Ledger & Times
Classifieds
270-75 3-1 9 1 6
Coordinator. Parent Educational Advocacy
Prograni it:rant Funded). Center for Continuing
Education and Academic Outreach, Training
Resource Center. Murray State University. Position to
begin. August 2004. Qualifications: A Bachelor's
degree in human services related field, education or
special education with one year of related profession•1 experrence required. Expenerice in the area of edu,tron or advocacy may he given preference. Strong
.ininimicatiim skills a Susi Responsibilities:
.sponsible tor all activities and services fel:lied to
Pareni Educanonal .Advocacy Program for foster
adopiise parents in the Purchase. Pennynle and
,•oen River regions of Kentucky. This includes: proling training and education activities for foster and
,iptive parents. social workers, educators. and
..ainselors: attending individual meetings with parents and school personnel and serving as an educa'
ads ocate for youth in the foster care system:
,elopment of training curricula: meeting with
ional and local Department for Community Based
. s ices staff to seek program referrals: and. reenhlttraining of volunteer educational advocates.
Ut
, ,inputer skills, a must. preferably Microsoft Office.
since many foster and adoptive parents work during
the da. es ening and weekend work is sometimes
necessary. Application Deadline: August 20. 2004
Io Apply: Submit a letter of application. current
.ame. and three references to Carol Crump. Chair.
irch Committee. Training Resource Center.
' inay Stare University, 240 Wells Hail, Murray. KY
.17I. Women and minorities are encouraged to
Murray State University is an equal education
,Ir
rwritv WPM !1/1 employer

Nip Wool

EOE M/F/D

Apartments For Rent
2BR, 1,200 Wt. mos
utilities paid. Appliances
furnished.
No
pets
767-9037

3BR. 2BA. garage. all appliances $750 rent deposit
1 year lease
753-8242, 752-0494

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing Opportunity
TOO *1-800-648-6056

5 and 4 bedroom house &
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU 753-1252 or
753-0606

FORREST View Apartments 1213 N 16th St
now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $360/ month
One bedroom $330 month
Call 753-1970 leave msg

LIVE Oak Apts,
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $34000
3BR $42500
$100 deposit special for
qualified applicants
Also accepting applications for fall
Office hours 8-4
Mon-Thurs
Call today for appoint
ment
753-8221

NICE 2BR duplex with
carport
753-7457
436-6357

or

RED OAKS APTS.

Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
TOTALLY furnished apt
All utilities included, cable,
very nice, quiet, private
Smoke free in Benton
(270)527-1078
VERY nice 28R 2 bath appliances furnished C/H/A 1
year lease 1 month deposit
No
pets
(270)753-2905

Ili

221Q Gatesborough, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, executive home, living room,
dining, den, mud room,
washer/dryer hookups,
Florida room, garage

August (270)762-0991
(270)559-1164

WE nal

753-7728

IOW Over o4 Yoars Experience'
Visit Our Showroom Today

761-1317
2BR house with attached
garage 711 Payne St..
$395/mo. 38R, 1-1/2EiA.
701 Broad St., $395/mo.
259-4896 or 293-3710

arAppt AaW ma"
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3BR in town. Quiet neighborhood, references reir d 293-8462
3BR, IBA home in
PuryearTN for rent $450
per month. References required, available 8/6 Call
for
an
appointment.
270-362-9729
501 South 6th St., 3 bedroom, 1 bath, living room,
dining room. ref, stove,
dishwasher, hookups, bonus
room, screened

Roofing Metal
We mew manufiicture. Buy direct.
Order by II a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq, ft. of 29 & 26 gauge in stock.
#1 & #2 asailable in most colors

Call Metal Mall
1400-909-9064•270-247-8844

porch 761-1317
BEAUTIFUL place to live
and keep horses. Have
place for three people
753-9075 after 5:00

us.n.wy
753-1752

2 Siamese Kittens (7 wks
old) $25 each! 767-0143
AKC Chocolate Lab puppies $200 (2701752-0270
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
731-352-0037
trained.
731-642-5151
YORKSHIRE Terrier pups
$350-$550. Corgi female
pu
200. 270-382-2831

YARD SALE
1301 Valleywood Dr.
Past Amierhost Inn
Sat., Aug. 7
7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
Computer, printer &
computer table,
bikes, exercise equipment, weight bench,
much more, lots of 25
cents stuff.

YARD SALE
1621 Keenland
Drive
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m, - 3 p.m.
Clothing, shoes,
household items.
toys, furniture,
balloons and prizes.

YARD
SALE
222 Wells Purdom
Drive. off Coles
Campground Rd.
Saturday Only
8 a.m. - ?
Furniture, clothes.
miscellaneous.
MOVING Sale: 761-1908
8 place setting stoneware.
gray with rose pattern, extra pieces. couch, recliner.
TV cart, bookcase, kitchen
table, old books, 4 drawer
desk, and more Please
call to see
Reel Estate
DUPLEX for sale- 2BR. 1
bath each, 1 with large
carport, located in nice
subdivision on a double
corner lot. Long term renters.
Puryear.
TN.
(270)759-2416

Lake Property
home
yards

family
2003.
Trail

We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding ez Fencing *Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
*Acid Cleaning Available
•We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
(270) 767-0313
1270) 527-7176

David Borders

PERSON %I.

lIlls
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Lots For Saki
3 lots (.75 acres) with well,
septic, electric, and telephone. 5th wheel travel
camper goes with lot.
Highway 94E toward Irvin
Cobb. $9,900. Call Haley
Professional Appraising &
Real
Estate.
270-293-3181

Homes For Sale
1994 38R 2BA double
wide with fireplace on 11+
acres
with
horse
barn/shop, fenced backyard, pond, good pasture
$75,000. Call 753-2529
1997 3BR 26A doublewide on block foundation.
Garden, tub, fireplace,
large deck, carport on
5-1/2 beautiful acres on
Cherry Corner Rd. Must
see.
$59,500.
270-416-6218
38R brick house with carport. 4 outbuildings plus
large shop. Building on
3-1/2 acres. 10 miles east
ran 417-4419
Murayof
BY owner. 38R. 2BA. immaculate brick ranch
home, move-in condition
2,076 sq. ft., fireplace,
screened in porch. 2 car
garage, new roof, recently
painted & landscaped, excellent neighborhood. Call
for viol.(270)767-0616
ESTATE, 102 N. 9th. 2BR,
IBA, dining, basement,
detached garage, deep
lot. Excellent location.
Older house, good condition. $67,900 293-8487,
293-1867
FOR Sale: 2 bedroom, 1
bath house in Benton.
completely redone. Must
see
appreciate.
to
270-437-4419
HAZEL area, remodeled.
2BR + extra room, dining
room, living room, den,
new roof, septic, French
door, etc. Reduced to
$44 900 (731)247-3068

Motorcycles 8 ATV's
KAWASAKI KFX 400 New
ITP polished aluminum
wheels and holeshots
$4,000, Kawasaki KX 85
moose bars. new tires.
War Eagle 1648, Yamaha
4-stroke 40HP, Avery
Quickset Blind, floored
w/seats and 6 dozen new
duck decoys $6,500 for all
or will separate, 1994
Cuisers Yachts 3175
Rogue 328" LOA. Onan
generator, heat/air, refngerator, Head w/separate
shower. Twin 5.7L Volvos.
windlass,
GPS/Plotter,
VHF. Stainless Radar
Arch, 270-759-0760
2003 Yamaha TTR-225
dirt bike. Like new $2,100
OBO.
753-6852.
evenings/rasp

2002 1500 Kawasaki Nomad 3,000 miles $11.500
OBO 7p3-0331
Sport Utility Vehicles

Used Cars
FORD LTD Crown Victo
na, 1987, one owner
759-5490
2004 Toyota Matrix XR for
sale, white exterior, gray
interior, 25,000 miles, excellent condition, sunroof,
CD
player,
power
Locks/windows $17.000
388-2045
'00 Focus ZX3, 5 speed.
39 xxx 54,000.753-3108
'96 Cavalier 2DR. 5-spd,
good condition, new tires.
$1,200. 761-2785 or
293-0450
1996 Mercury Grand Marquis LS. 4 door, white with
cordovan leather seats.
109,000 miles, t owner.
Reduced
to
54.200
435-4305

1996 Ford Club Wagon
Chateau loaded, rear A/C,
4 captain's chairs, new
tires, everything, works,
used for long distance
travel, excellent condition.
Call 767-9442

Used Trucks
2001 Escape XLT, moon
roof, 58,500. 1999 Moun
taineer AWD, leather.
moonroof. $6.500. Both 1
owners Excellent condition. C&K 270-705-5973
Trades OK.
2001 Ford F-150 XLT,
4-wheel drive, Super
Crew, V-8. Power, sun
roof, cassette/CD, short
wheel
base, running
boards, 68,000 miles.
Gold
in
color. Call
7s1-2115 after 7.00pm
1999 Dodge Dakota V-6,
white, club cab, 62,xxx
miles. $8,599 or OBO.
1999 Mercury Mystique, 4
cycl.. white. 4-door, 71.xxx
miles $4,522 or OBO.
1997 Nissan Quest. V-6,
red, 98,xxx miles. $4.168
OBO. 270-767-9865
1998 Ford F-150 LWB,
157.xxx, great motor,
rough body. $3,500 OBO.
293-1828 after 6pm
'88 GMC 2WD pickup with
toolbox, high miles. $1700
0130.(270) 293-2398
'66 Chevy truck, two
283's, two 3 speeds 8, one
4 s ed tranny. 435-4792

26' Holiday Camper. Good
condition 498-8715
520
Boats & Motors
PONTOON boat w/ trailer
'87 Aqua patio 40 hp Ya
maha, $2.500
OBO
492-8290

436-2867 Joe's Small En
gine Repair. Free pick
up/delivery.

2002 4WD Xterra 27.500
miles. asking $16.500
firm. 759-2425

436-5141
A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean out
garages. gutters, junk &
tree work.

2002 Dodge Durango SLT
4WD, towing package,
361<, $20.000 761-2561

492-8688 ROOF REPAIRS. New Roofs, all

'88

Nissan Pathfinder,
4x4, 2DR, XE, V-6.
284,xxx, as is $500 OBO.
(270)437-4290
or
(270)293-7358

WWW.MURRAYLEDGER.COM

types 29 years experience. Call Carters
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING all around clean-up,
gutters. tree work. 4362867
A-1 Stump Removal
492-8737

boyfr
cause

David's Cleaning 1
Services
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753-3853

need Piachee ml Lays Including:

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

2 ferrets, male, and 2
cages. Litter trained
$150. 489-6126

*All Size Units Available
.Now Have Climate Control

STEVE VIDMER

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600
380
Pets & Supplies

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE

www.trotterswoodshop.corn

I ass ()Mice ot

Storage Rentals

SMALL older lake
VERY nice roomy 2BR 2 approximately 300
bath w/garage. All applian- from water Large
ces. 1 yr lease 1 month room New roof in
deposit. No pets 753-2905 1374 Boatwright
$20.000 753-1566

VERY roomy 28R, walk to
MSU, available early

Do the OWNERS where you buy your
new flooring persoruly install for you?

um For Rant

•

Back•to•School
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We build, repair, and refinish.
Sales & Design Store
12211 Hopkins Road • Murray • 753-0249

Check us out on the web!
530
Services Offered

Services Ottered

ALAN'S PAINTING
Bring in the Spring with
professional
interior/exterior painting reasonable
rates Free estimates'
Satisfaction Guarantee!
731-593-5155

ALEXANDER SEPTIC
SERVICE. Septic tank
a
grease trap cleaning and
repair. Access risers installed.
753-5933,
1-877-335-1500
ALL CARPENTRY Remodeling,
additions,
porches. decks, sun
rooms, roofing, sagging
floors, termite & water
damage. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS (270)
293-8726 OR 759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
Travis Asphalt

Sealcoating
Tony Travis, Owner
*Driveways
*Parking Lots
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279

MORRIS
Automotive &
Service Repair

LAWN mowing in Murray
Quick service. Call Tim
270-978-1431

LAYTON Hudson, hauling. landscaping. backhoe
& loader work. 753-4545
or 492-6265
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
'since /971"
"Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"
753-5827
MOODY'S Mower Repair
pick-up & deliver. 753trimming,
MOWING.
mulching, painting, odd
ieris cleaning 767-0533
Painting & Staining, Carpentry. Minor Plumbing
(leaky faucets etc) Reasonable rates, references
given Phone 43S-46R2
QUICK & Right Painting,
House work. Yard work,
Dirldiabs..12213).7a1-255.9..

ROOF REPAIRS
COMPLETE NEW
ROOFS. SHINGLES,
PAINTED METAL AND
RUBBER TYPE ROOFS
30 YEARS EXPERIENCE.
CARTER ROOFING.

HAZEL. KY 492-8688
SEPTIC SYSTEM INSTALLATION. And repair,
pumping field line replacement, washer beds installed. Excavating, gravel
driveways and parking lots
installed. BRENT ALLEN
SEPTECH.
759-1515,
1-877-335-1500
JUNK/ RUBBISH Removal, we'll haul away almost anything. clean out
attics, garages & barns,
In town mowing. (270)
489-2583.

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track hoe

CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
Concrete
FI nishing. Driveways. Sidewalks,
Patios,
759-3229

etc

DAVE'S Window Cleaning, residential and commercial. 270-436-2347
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you
don't have time for Plus,
all repairs for home and
business.
293-5438

DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503
ENGER Carpet Binding
since 1991 270-436-2347
or 270-293-6775
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Tnmming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured 489-2839

SIMMONS'S Carpentry &
Handyman work. Free estimates. Call 767-0958
and 270-519-8570

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition. and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 Years Experience. Gerald Walters.
753-2592
WATERPROOFING

BASEMENTS
\AO
CRAWLSPACES. Underground roof drains, surface water diversions,
shoreline, and erosion
control nprap installed,
storm shelters BRENT

ALLEN
759-1515,
1500

SEEPTECH.
1-877-335-

2 screened in wooden
cages with doors (1) 24W,
37L. 27H (2) 28W. 72L.
36H 753-9361

The Place to Start
Murray Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

WE SERVICE
Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Mundy
(270i "r.,1.171`1
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Food sensitivity
may not be the problem

Husband's after-work beer
threatens to drown marriage

DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently, I these reactions a "chemical imbalwas told that my daughter's ance," but this is clearly different
boyfriend has a chemical imbalance from the metabolic imbalances
caused b food allergies. His moth- associated with depression and
er says that if he related conditions. In all fairness, I
doesn't avoid doubt that a preservative reaction
preservatives, would explain the man's symptoms.
I advise your daughter to proceed
he
becomes
moody, short- with extreme caution. Food sensitivtempered and ity or not, her boyfriend is responsidifficult to put ble for his own behavior and, perup with.
haps, needs to be tested by an allerOn the other gist. If, despite his dietary restrichand, my moth- tions, his behavior remains inapproDr. Gott er believes that priate and he continues to appear
he is mentally unstable, she would do better playBy
ing the field and leaving him to
Dr. Peter Gott
Could a food another partner who doesn't mind
imbalance cause putting up with his shenanigans.
symptoms of emotional instability?
DEAR DR. GOTT: Will six or
DEAR READER: I don't want eight glasses of juice or Kool-Aid
to get in the middle of an intergenper day have the same effect as six
erational shouting match about to eight glasses of water?
whether the young man's behavior
DEAR READER: No,juice and
is or is not governed by food aller- Kool-Aid will supply more calories
gies. Nonetheless, based on the lim- because they contain sugar.
ited information you provided. I
If you're simply thirsty, drink
side with your mother.
water. If you're overweight, avoid
As you know, however, food the extra calories in Kool-Aid. If
allergies, such as celiac disease, an you exercise strenuously and sweat
intolerance to wheat protein, can profusely, consider using a sports
cause people to have profound drink that contains extra minerals as
ititestinal problems. Also,sensitivity well as sugar (for energy).
The bottom lint is: Juice is good
to monosodium glutamate, a flavor
enhancer that is commonly added to ,— it's natural and nutritious. Sports
TV dinners and Asian food, can drinks are appropriate under certain
cause susceptible people to experi- circumstances. Kool-Aid is basicalence headaches, weakness, sweat- ly flavored sugar water with few
ing, palpitations and other symp- health benefits. Use plain old water
toms. Lactose (milk-sugar) intoler- for routine fluid replacement.
Copyright 2004, Newspaper
ance often causes severe diarrhea.
I suppose that you could call Enterprise Assn.

(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)

753-5507
.Compreheasi‘e EXaMS for Glasses & Contact Lenses
*Treatment of he Infections
*Large Selection of Designer Frames and Sunglasses
•Mtkst Insurance Accepted
Dr. Douglas W.Payne

"Quality Eyecarefor the Entire Family"

DEAR ABBY: My husband,
"Don," took a construction job with
some friends he's worked with
before. Almost every night after
work, they sit at
the site and
drink beer.
The commute
from our house
is about 12
miles, and I have
pointed out to
Don that his
drinking
and
is
Dear Abby driving
unwise.
He
agreed. One beer
By Abigail
here and there
Van Buren
doesn't bother
me, but Don has been coming home
pretty drunk every other night. I'm
really concerned.
Last night, Don promised to
come home right after work this
evening and spend some time with
me. He pulled in about 8:00 with a
buddy from work. Both of them
Were drunk.
Don claimed he didn't remember
the promise, and he and his buddy
proceeded to eat the special supper I
had prepared for US. I am hurt,
angry and probably stupid, because
I let Don leave so he could drive his
friend home. When he returned 15
minutes later, he came in and went
straight to bed. No "goodnight," no
"I love you."
I wouldtA be so upset if it had
been any other night. But he had
promised me tonight would be special because it's our anniversary. Do
you think I'm overreacting? I don't
want a husband who's a drunk. -HURT IN OHIO
DEAR HURT: You may not
want one, but you appear to have
one. You would be doing all concerned a favor if you quietly let his
boss know there's drinking going on
after hours at the job site, because
should an accident occur, the company may be liable.
If the anniversary incident isn't
enough to embarrass your husband
into getting help, the alternative is
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LookingBack
Births reported include a boy to
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Second- Mr. and Mrs. Noah Stallins, July 3:
Year Murray State University a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Boyd,
Football Coach Houston Nutt July 11; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
speaking at the Ohio Valley Miller and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Conference media day at Nashville, Allbritten, July 12; A girl to Mr. and
Tenn. The photo was by Sports Mrs. Ronnie Puckett, July 14; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Lynn
Editor Steve Parker.
Cook, July IS; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
20 years ago
M.C. Garrott writes about Bob Ira Higgins, July 16; a girl to Mr.
Hendon who has coped well down and Mrs. Pat Moore, July 17; a girl
through the years after the loss of to Mr. and Mrs. Everett Ward
his arm in World War II in two of his Outland, July 18; a boy to Mr. and
columns of -Garrott's Galley- on Mrs. Pat Wallis, July 20; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Banks, July
Aug. 7 and 9.
21;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. O.B.
30 years ago
lrvan,
July 23; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
County
Murray-Calloway
Rogers and a boy to Mr. and
Wallis
Airport accepted a bid for materials
Williams, July 26.
Robert
Mrs.
for the proposed t-hangar building
70 years ago
at Kyle Field, according to Dr. Hugh
Oakley, chairman of the board.
Raising of the state per capita for
schools from around $6 to nearly
40 years ago
Connie Evans, Carolyn Craig, $12 will mean approximately
Kathleen Madrey, Nona Bazzell and $24,000 more for the schools in
Connie Hopkins, all of Calloway Calloway County.
Fifty-two students will receive
County, were winners at the District
Senior 4-H Rally at Fulton.
degrees from Murray State College
in commencement exercises on
50 years ago
One mild case of poliomyelitis Aug. 17. with Dr. John W. Carr as
has been diagnosed in Calloway speaker. President J.L. Herman of
County, according to Dr. Robert Bowling Green Business University
Hahs. It is Jerry Spiceland, 10, son will speak at the baccalaureate servof Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. F.H. ice on Aug. 12.
Spiceland Jr. of Murray.
Added to the staff of Calloway
County Health Department were
60 years ago
No cases of infantile paralysis Virginia Irvan as nurse and Linville
have been reported in Calloway Yates as sanitary inspector.
Births reported include a girl to
County so far this year, according to
Dr. J.A. Outland,county health offi- Mr. and Mrs. B.D. Willoughby, June
cer.
25; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fate
The Rev. Braxton B. Sawyer has Schroader, July 21; a girl to Mr. and
been called as pastor of First Baptist Mrs. A.B. Futrell, July 26; a girl to
Church and will begin his pastorate Mr. and Mrs.. William Ado Waters,
• .July 27.,
later this month.
•
-

•
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CORtraCtBridge
An Open Book
Q-J- 10-8.

East dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
47 5 4 2
•Q 8 2
•Q 8 3

Q5
EAST
4KQJ 108
VK 75
* K 10
4.1 8 4

SOUTH
4A 9 3
•A J 10
* A 65 2
4K 109
The bidding:

The bidding by the opponents
often helps declarer find the winning
line of play. Consider this deal where
South winds up in three notrump
after East opens the bidding with one
spade.
West leads the six of spades, and,
after dummy appears, declarer
knows virtually everything he needs
to know about East's hand. To start
with, he identifies the six as West's
only spade, marking East with the K-

1-111r0

I NOT LOOKING

•••

DEAR ABBY: "Denny" and I
have been married about a year.
Everything was great -- we are very
much alike. My problem is we both
have water jugs that we use for our
spare change. I started taking money
out of Denny's and spending it. I
was planning to replace it as soon as
I got a little ahead.
Well, Denny came home one
night and counted his savings and
saw that I had taken more than $250
out of his jug. I am paying him back
-- and he has sort of forgiven me -but every chance he gets, he lashes
out. He calls me a thief and curses at
me.
I know it's a lot of money, but I'm
his wife. I want to cry whenever I
think about it.
I'm depressed and angry at
myself for what I did. I just don't
know if things will ever be the way
they were. Your thoughts will be
greatly appreciated. -- THE
UNFORGIVEN IN N.H.
DEAR UNFORGIVEN: OK -the honeymoon is over and the illusions are tarnished. What you did
was wrong, but so is cursing one's
spouse and nursing a grudge. Since
you are repaying the money, it's
time to ask your husband why he
seems unable to forgive.

South
West
East
North
1*
I NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead -- six of spades.

6•7

C

for you to look in the phone book
for Al-Anon meetings and attend
them. There you will learn how not
to be an enabler, and that no one can
"save" a drinker except the drinker. I
wish you luck, dear lady, because
you're about to get one heck of an
education.

WEST
6
96 4 3
•.1 9 7 4
47 6 3 2

South also knows that East has
both missing red kings, because he
would not have had enough to open
the bidding without them. Declarer
furthermore sees that he has only
eight sure tricks (including the heart
finesse that the bidding indicates is
sure to succeed). South's task, therefore, is to turn dummy's queen of
diamonds into a trick even though
East is known to hold the king.
Superficially, this seems an
impossible assignment, but actually
it is not terribly difficult. South ducks
East's ten of spades at trick one and
wins the spade continuation at trick
two. He then leads a club to the ace
and returns the heart queen.
After East covers with the king,
South takes the ace and cashes the J10 of hearts and the K-Q ofclubs. At
this point, dummy holds two spades
and three diamonds, while East holds
three spades and two diamonds.
Declarer now puts East on lead
with a spade, intentionally allowing
him to .cash three spade tricks. But
then, with only the K-10ofdiamonds
remaining, East is forced to lead one
of them. Whichever he chooses,
South scores the last two tricks with
the queen and ace of diamonds to
make three notrump.
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WHERE DID SHE
60?PEGGY JEAN?
V11.1ERE ARE YOU?!

HEY,15 YOUR NAME BROWNIE CHARLE5?
WRAT A WEIRD NAME...ANYWAY,
A GIRL ASKED ME IF IT) GIVE
YOU THIS NOTE

:E

DEAR BROWNIE CHARLES,
YOU NEVER TRUSTED ME,DID
YOU? I THOUGHT YOU LIKED
ME...I'M GOING HOME...

Mtmooks
fh
.
. 1-/10-

. is
1/7/04

&alth
AL

TPAT HAPPENED
TO ME ONCE WITI-1
A GOLDEN
RETRIEVER..

1 Sixth sense
4 Gator kin
8 Make
arrangements
12 Milne marsupial
13 Diamond Head
locale
14 "The Mammoth
Hunters" heroine
15 Percent ending
16 Coating of frost
17 Took off
18 Glues tight
20 Tour — force
21 Encountered
22 Hurried it up
26 Oil-rig
firefighter
29 Many, many
years
30 Fury
31 Thaw
32 Luau memento
33 Busy loafing
34 Ostrich kin
35 Aught oraiaught
36 Nasty atirgh
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37 Halo
39 Suitable
40 Look — that"
41 Rectangles
45 Tug
48 General vicinity
49 Puffin kin
50 Sheriff Andy's
son
51 Permits
52 Frat letter
53 Purses
54 Luxurious
55 LL D. holder
DOWN
1 Clapton
of 'Layla2 Boot part
3 Rhyme
4 Intersection
5 Blues singer
Bonnie —
6 Units of
resistance
7 Pool-shooter's
need
8 Shows fright

By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Aug. 7, the
220th day. of/GO& There_ are 146
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug: 7, 1942, U.S. forces
landed at Guadalcanal, marking the
start of the first major allied offensive in the Pacific during World War
On this date:
In 1782, George Washington created the Order of the Purple Heart, a
decoration to recognize merit in
enlisted men and non-commissioned officers.
In 1789, the U.S. War
Department was established by
Congress.
In 1927, the Peace Bridge
between the United States and
Canada was dedicated during ceremonies attended by the Prince of
Wales and Vice President Charles
Dawes.
In 1934, the U.S. Court of
Appeals upheld a lower court ruling
striking down the government's
attempt to ban the controversial
James Joyce novel "Ulysses."
In 1959, the United States
launched Explorer Six, which sent
back a picture of the Earth.
In 1964, Congress passed the
Gulf of Tonkin resolution, giving
President Johnson broad powers in
dealing with reported North
Vietnamese attacks on U.S. forces.
In 1974, French stuntman
Philippe Petit walked a tightrope
strung between the twin towers of
New York's World Trade Center.
ANON
'
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9 Drain cleaner
10 TV
extraterrestrial
11 Styron's
Turner
19 Give off

Sillii
1111°
EMI III= 11111111111
IMO
1111111111111111111
ii11111111111111
NEM
ua
MINI AIM MIMI
mu mum 111•11111111
1111111111111111 d111111
111111111Millil
mu uuuENE
1111111E mum
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20 Hassle a debtor
22 Louis XIV, e g.
23 Go to earth
24 Della Street's
penner
25 Moose or elk
26 Revival shout
27 Bruce's ex
28 Pickling
ingredient
29 Sushi fish
32 Lily, to Pierre
33 Vanished —
thin air
35 Bolt holder
36 Slosh
38 Makes bread
39 Eggs on
41 Pccular oxide
42 Winemaking
valley
43 Strong wind
44 Mini-play
45 Position
46 Earth-conscious org.
47 Fix,
as an election
48 High mountain
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HBO producing series on
polygamous Utah family

'The Wall' to be
erected on
Broadway
NEW YORK (AP)— Tommy
Mottola and Miramax Films are
building *The Wall" on Broadway. The hit album by rockers
Pink Floyd will be transformed
into a Broadway musical.
"Great!" said Pink Floyd cofounder Roger Waters in a statement Thursday. "Now I can
v.rite in some laughs, notable
hy their absence in the movie."
"The Wall," which was turned
into a semi-animated 1982 film,
is a semi-autobiographical double concept album about a decadent rock star named Pink Floyd.
I'lle album churned out hit songs
"Hey You." "Mother," "Comfortably Numb" and "Another
lirids in the Wall."
Since its release in 1979,
The Wall" has sold over 23
million copies, and is now the
third best-selling album of all
lane

r
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — ings of Mormon church founde e
the practic
Think Tony Soprano, but without Joseph Smith. byBut
the church more
all the violence or swearing —
and with a wife who doesn't care
if he sleeps with other women.
That's the star of HBO's new
original drama series, the Tom
Hanks-produced "Big Love,- about
a polygamous, fictional Utah amily living in the present day.
After viewing a pilot, the ca e
it
channel announced this we
had green-lit the production of 10
episodes, starring Bill Paxton and
Chloe Sevigny.
HBO has won critical acclaim
with original series like "The
Sopranos," "Sex and the City"
and "Six Feet Under," dominating the Emmys this year with 124
nominations.
Whether "Big Love" will follow that tradition remains to be
seen, but it will be closely watched
in Utah, which still carries some
stigma for its polygamous history.
Polygamy is among the teach

was abandoned
than a century ago as the territory sought statehood.
The Utah Constitution bans it
and the mainstream Mormon
church now excommunicates those
who advocate it.
But it's believed that tens of
thousands in Utah continue the
practice, including the well-documented, present-day polygamists
in the border towns of Hildale,
Utah, and Colorado City, Ariz.
Many remaining polygamists
describe themselves as fundamentalist Mormons, living ultra-religious lives in small, secretive sects
in the West.
Mara
spokeswoman
HBO
Mikialian said she hadn't seen the
pilot, so she couldn't provide many
specifics about the show. She said
the family would not be Mormon,
and the show would be shot in
California — not Utah.
It's scheduled to premiere in
2005.

by Jacqueline Bigar

Horoscopes
ly are in the mood to dote on you.
Conversations finally revolve around
what you want. You are in a dream
state as far as what to do -- where,
when and how. A friend might not be
as reliable as he or she seems.
Tonight: Your treat.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** You are all smiles and
high energy. Catch up with those you
haven't yet connected with this summer; write letters and/or make a late
lunch date to shoot the breeze.
Happiness surrounds the talkative
Bull. Tonight: Don't count on everyone coming through. Don't let it get
to you.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Slow down and let yourself
get as much R and R as possible. You
might need to take extra time to reconcile your budget. Though you
might not like this "chore," you will
be a lot better off as a result. Tonight:
Play it low key.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You feel renewed as you
express what is on your mind.
y, you become verbal and
Suddenl
Day
of
Kind
the
Show
The Stars
up with friends; go to a
Hook
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; clear.
You vAll be at the centwo.
or
party
I-Difficult
;
3-Average; 2-So-so
ter of the action. Meeting people
comes easily. Tonight: Get to know
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Family'members sudden- someone better.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday,
Aug. 7, 2004:
Your actions make a difference. You
sometimes worry too much about the
impact you have on others. You are
quite capable of making mountains
out of molehills. Learn methods to
diffuse tension and stress. This ability will be necessary to create the
type of success you desire. You will
be in the limelight, either through a
public commitment or through work.
Others admire your ways. You intuitively make the correct decisions.
Be careful about putting others on
pedestals. There is a deceptive or
haiy quality to yourperceptions.
Ask questions and get to know people better. Develop even stronger listening skills. If you are single, you
w ill meet many people during this
birthday year, though you might not
be.quite ready to settle down. If you
are attached, the two of you need to
do much more publicly and privately
together. TAURUS pushes your buttons.

KE LAND
pAINTING

AtIECIAUSTI. INC.

Murray, Kentucky •270-753-6895

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Interior & Exterior Painting

• Custom Homes
• Deck & Fence Restoration
• Spray Painting'
• Fully Insured
For Free Estimates
Call

270-753-6895

EYES & EYEWEAR
(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)

753-5507
'Comprehensive Eums for Glasses & Contact Lenses
'Treatment of Eye Infections
'Large Selection of Designer Frames and Sunglasses
*Most Insurance Accepted
I)r. Douglas W. Payne

"Quality Eyecare for the Entire Family"

•
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!
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Cbtarn ageo to Mare Milted toJMn tbe excitement
16io eery exciting Bible Scbmb:19 program!Keep your eyes
part of

SCOTT'S GROVE
BAPTIST CHURCH
August 1-1, 2004 •9:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
tranoporta(ion infortnation contact
Rte. J,/.'n 1)enbani at 759-0140
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LEO(July 23-Aug.22)
**** A key person can pull the
wool over your eyes, and on some
level you are aware of this fact. Still,
you like the fantasy and romance
involved with this person. If this person tumbles off his or her throne,
you will have only yourself to blame.
Put in a must appearance. Tonight:
Think through a decision carefully.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** A friend starts babbling or
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PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Say what you feel for a
change. Work on diplomacy, especially with a child, new flirtation or
loved one. You will find the clarity
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Comejoin in thefun and exercise as we trainfor Soccer,
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Bicycling, Softball Field Hockey, and Mountaineering
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will
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Chamber nears renovation point
Did you know...

through the hard
work of ambassadors with
the
Chamber
of
Commerce annual dinner
silent auction and generous donations of Chamber
businesses,the Commerce
Centre is nearing the point
in renovating the interior
of the building with new
carpeting and furniture
upholstery.
The
Commerce
Centre was
Chamber
built in 1982 at the North
Chat
12th location and serves as
By Lisa
the front door to our comSatterwhite
munity. Its first impression
Assistant
to our visitors is vital. The
Director
interior project will cost
Murray/Calloway
around $7000 and other
County Chamber
donations will also be
of Commerce
much appreciated.

Coming Up Around Town
•Murray's City-wide Sidewalk Sale, through
Aug. 8.
•3rd Annual Back to School Bash USSSA
Baseball Tournament, MCC Park, through Aug.
8.
• Hummngbird Weekend, LBL, Nature
Station, thorugh Aug. 8.
• Weight Matters, Center for Health &
Wellness, Aug. 10, 4:30- 5:30 p.m.
II Stress Management Workshop, Center for
Health & Wellness, Aug. 10 & 12, 5:30-6:30
p.m.
III A Day in the Life: The Homeplace
Children's Festival, LBL, Aug. 14.
•Annual Lakeland Archery Target ShooLs,
LBL Archery Range, Aug. 14 - 15, 9 a.m.
111 Magic of Weight Management, Center for
Health & Wellness, Aug. 19, noon - 12:30 p.m.
& 5 - 5:30 p.m.
•ALS "Snide and Ride" 5K Walk. Run or
Ride, RSEC, Sept. 18.
•City-wide Yard Sale, Sept. 18.
•Murray Main Street Downtown Farmer's
Market, Court Square, every Saturday through
Oct. 9, 7:30 am. -noon.
II NHL Sanctioned BMX Bicycle Racing.

USA SATTERWHITE/Chamber photo

Printer celebrates 15
years serving western
Kentucky businesses
Innovative Printing & Graphics.
owned by Marc and Belinda
Peebles, recently celebrated its 15th
year in business serving western
Kentucky.
Innovative Printing is a high
quality, full service printer which
specializes in general commercial
printing with full prepress capability. The company prints newsletters,
annual reports, brochures, catalogs,
sales literature and many point-ofsale literature pieces.
"Our customer base is a mix of
small businesses, graphic designers
and corporate clients," said Peebles.
"We want to thank them because
they have allowed us to be successful for the past 15 years. We are
looking forward to the next 15 years
serving western Kentucky."
The company offers the latest
technology in the region, according
to Peebles. "We maintain a 24hour/7 days a week Internet site to
provide the highest services. We
also offer a unique online Gateway

Dr. Terry Canerdy, Judy Stahler, Kenny Darnell, Tripp Furches and Melissa Finklea
have been added as new board members to the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce. They will serve three year terms.

InBusiness

MCC Park, every Saturday through Oct. 30, call
759-9460.

The Murray Bank promotes two

Highlights from the Commerce Centre
Chamber member Dr. Randy Taylor is organizing the first annual "Stride and Ride" 5K for
teams wanting to walk, run or ride to benefit
local efforts in the battle against ALS, or Lou
Gehrig's disease, a form of Muscular Dystrophy.
The walk is scheduled at the RSEC for
September 18. Sponsors and participants are
needed to help make this event a success. There
are six sponsorship levels. All donations will
benefit MDA and ALS and are tax-deductible.
All funds stay local. Awards, lunch and enter-

tainment will all be part of the "Stride and Ride"
race day. There is a $100 cash prize for the top
inide and female participant. For more information contact Randy Taylor at 753-9201 or
Amanda Watson at 1-866-310-4632.

Welcome New Chamber Members
• General Steel Crane & Rigging, Ron
Wray/JeffNolan(3, COiTitnlefiim, P.D. Bin 1078
Hopkinsville, Ky 42241, 1-800-221-8076
For more information on becoming a member
of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce or hosting a Chamber event contact
Tab Brockman or Lisa Satterwhite at 753-5171.

Workers will see modest pay
raises, still
--5, lower than

ADAM GELLER
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Despite an improved economy. cost-consci
employers are granting workers limited pay raises this year, and plan onl
slightly larger increases in 2005.
Companies are budgeting pay increases of 3.3 percent to 3.5 percent
this year — the third in a row below the 4 percent-plus level that was routine in the 1990s — and plan raises of 3.5 percent next year. according to
a pair of surveys.
The modest raises both this year and next will keep workers' pay
increasing faster than the rate Of inflation. But higher worker contributions for health care could eat up much of the pay gains, analysts said.
Employers have seen business conditions improve. But in a labor market that still favors companies, employers are wary of taking on the largely permanent costs of big pay raises, said a survey to be released
Wednesday by Mercer,Hurnan Resource Consulting.
That dynamic is unlikely to change much in the next few years, concludes the Mercer survey and another issued last month by the Conference
Board. '
"There's been a change in the deal, so to speak, between employees
and employers ... and I don't see anything on the horizon to ease that up."
said Steven Gross. a compensation consultant for Mercer.
Managers at many companies feel the tight labor market of the late
1990s forced them into issuing larger raises then they intended. Many
companies have broadened incentive plans that reward workers with onetime bonuses for good performance, without locking themselves into
large pay increases.
"What it comes down to is companies are being very, very cost conscious," said Charles Peck. compensation specialist with the Conference
Board."Companies are being very cautious about incurring fixed expenses."
For workers. the most encouraging news may be that the days of widespread pay freezes appear to be over.
About 5 percent of companies are freezing pay for at least some of
their workers this year. down from 12 percent last year and 16 percent in
2002, the Mercer survey found.
Inflation estimates for this year and next vary. But the pay increases
employers are planning this year will outpace inflation by about 1 percent.
lhat is at the low end of the 1 percent to 1.5 percent-above inflation that
employers often use to budget for pay increases.
The Conference Board's Peck said increases in that range should make
workers feel "satisfied. but not ecstatic."
The pay raises employers are giving this year are at or slightly lower
than what they forecast when asked about their plans last year.

The, Murray Bank recently
annouiwed the promotion of two
key employees, Pam Oglesby and
Phil Quarles, to Officer status.
"1 am very pleased to announce
these two, well
deserved promotions." stated
Ronnie Gibson.
President
CEO of The
Murray Bank.
"Pam's 30 years
and Phil's 14
years of banking
Oglesby
experience have
allowed them to
be an integral
part of The
Murray Bank's
success.".
Oglesby, who
has been with
the bank since
its inception, has
been promoted
to assistant vice
Quarles
president/
deposit operations officer. Her vast
responsibilities include managing
daily bank deposit operations, as
well as supervising and training
operations department personnel.
She is also involved on the
bank's Relay for Life, American
Heart Walk and Bowl for Kids Sake
teams.
Quarles. Mir)joined The Murray
Bank staff in 2002 as a loan documentation specialist, has been promoted
to
assistant
vice
president/loan operations officer,
supervising loan operations.
He and his wife, Suzanne, have
two sons, Anden and Austin.
Quarles is an active member of
Victory Baptist Church, where he
serves as a Sunday School teacher.

Northwestern
Mutual recognizes
local representative
MILWAUKEE, Wim.
- H.
David Travis CLU, _ChFC,
Financial Representative. received
the Diamond Award,and was recognized during the 12th Annual
Meeting of the Association of Agents for sales achievements during the year ending May 21.
Travis is associated with The
Network's Wise District Agency,
Paducah, of the Cox Agency.
Evansville.
Northwestern
Mutual, the
nation's largest direct provider of
individual life insurance, and has
received the highest possible ratings
for fmancial strength from Standard
& Poor's. Moody's, Fitch and A. M.
Best. A Fortune inagaiine survey
has voted Northwestern Mutual
"Most Admired" in its industry for
21 years and ranked it one of the
100 Best Companies to Work For"
two Consecutive years.

Cosmetology arts
school open here
Eelecia Myers opened a cosmetology school July 7 at 1407 W.
Main St.; Murray. .
The Academy of Cosmetology
Arts has three employees, including
Myers. Other employees include
director and instructor Georgia
Oakley of Murray and Debbie
Darnell. The school not only offers
instruction but also offers all salon
services to the general public. All
-students who work on clients are
supervised. Each instructor has over
20 years experience.
The Academy of Cosmetology
Arts is a Pivot Point school.

Photo provided

Raysha Robinson of the Operations Department at The Murray
Bank received the Employee of the Quarter award for the second quarter of 2004. Robinson is pictured with Ronnie Gibson,
The Murray Bank President & CEO, as she received her framed
certificate and 5100 award. The Murray Bank Employee of the
Quarter award is determined by the vote of fellow employees.
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Here's some good news!
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State Auto's PRIME OF LIFETM Plan rewards qualifying policyholders with
substantial auto and homeowners premium savings and enhanced insurance
protection. That's coverage for fewer dollars.
Contact our agency to learn more about this exciting Your best insuranee
is a good agent
program.
erwawa aurcr
We're friends you can depend on...in your Prime of
-Fnends you Car, depend rx,
life.

or your showiny!

1551 Boggess Drive

Poppin' Papa's Clerk Linda Pace and Manager Denay Carson
announce Diana Porter. of Hopkinsville. Ky.. an S800 assortment of merchandise recently.

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St. • Murray • 753-4451
Westside • Court Square

oingine
(
The Stott 74, Oext Peer

OREM

WESTERN KENTUCKY LOCATION
Installation
AV-Itt004441C •Professional
& Measurements
•100°. Satisfaction Guarantee
*Free In-Home Consultations *All Major Brands of Ceramic, Carpet
*Special Financing Available
Vinyl, Hardwood. Laminate and
•Window Blinds
Commercial Flooring
CALL CONNIE PACE FOR YOUR FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE,
Office - (866) 936-6600 • Cell: (270) 293-8086
www.shopathomecarpets.com

ARPET

BEAUTIFUL HOME WITH SPACIOUS YARD & EXTRA CAR STORAGE. Call now to see this lovely home located on Boggess Drive. This
home offers 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large great room, eat-in kitchen, and
utility room. Priced in the $130,000's. MLS #3002182

•,r •

ordering system that makes print
buying easy and simple."
Adobe and Microsoft
have
selected Innovative Printing as
authorized service providers "so we
can provide special services to our
customers using their products."
Innovative Printing has been
receiving recognition in recent
years. Peebles has become known
nationally for his leadership. He is a
leader in the elite CPrintrm
(Certified Printers International), an
exclusive organization of familybased printers from throughout the
United
States and
Canada.
Participants provide printing consumers with high levels of traditional customer service and cutting edge
Internet support.
Innovative Printing & Graphics
is located at 1623 Hwy 121 North in
Murray. For more information about
the company, call 270-753-8802 or
visit the company's website at
www.innovativeprinting.com.

lry..4.4111,01r11.11100-.11111.1111
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Dan McNutt, AAI

'

Voted Favorite
Insurance Agency
In Calloway County

Greg McNutt
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The pressure is on to catch some fish
The heat is on, and so is the
pressure to catch some fish.
We have been wanting some
current dunng the daylight hours
so that we can get the big stripers
to move and teed a little better.
Those fish will do a little hunting for shad in very few areas.
where there is not much current.
I had some good friends come
back to fish the stripers with me.
really
We
bombed out! I
mean, there was
no movement or
activity chasing
the shad, so we
just traveled and
fished hard.
Jeff, Marcia
and Abby Benand Kendra
Fishing nett
Niemeyer had
fished with me
Line
for several years.
By Jerry
We had always
Maupin
caught stripers.
Outdoors
Not this time,
Columnist
though.
reat
These
people could not have fished any
harder or any better. The stripers
just didn't move.. Everyone was
disappointed — partly because they
always have a fish fry at Jeff's
mothers house afterward.
-I had fished the day before with
Joe Larigharnmer. We caught a
good bunch of stripers. There was
a current early in the day, and,
then we had a great time hooking- up with some two pounders!
These stripers • were only active
!Or about 45 minutes, but we kept
28 fat ones. We have been using
the roostertail spinnerbaits to catch
the majority of our fish because
they can match the size of the
stripers and the shad baitfish.
I didn't want the 'Bennetts ,to
lose out on their traditional dinner with their mother, so I gave
them the fillets I had saved from
the day before. Since Langhamrner didn't want ..any of them to
eat, this worked out perfectly!
' I then met with my daughter,
Krista, my grandaughter. Catherine. and her friend, Laken Watkins.
. We were out chasing the stripers.
Catherine has a birthday corn-

Tim Lochhead and his sons, Zach and Jacob, pose with a
pair of catfish and a 4-pound smallmouth bass. The three
were fishing with Ledger & Times columnist Jerry Maupin.
ing up, and Krista was taking some
vacation time. We took off in
search of the big stripers!
I was both surprised and happy
to see that there was a slight current already moving some shad
around! We began to catch some
good-sized stripers right away, and
everyone was happy!
Catherine and Laken sort of competed with each other as they
hooked into the stripers. It was
fun to watch the fish strike the
lure and pull the rods down and
almost out of their hands!
Laken was a little bit cautious
because she had not fished this
way before, or used a spinning
tackle. She caught on fast, though.
She really began to put pressure
on everyone with her fish. Some
were very good stripers.
It was Catherine's day, however. She gained confidence as the
stripers continued to chose her lure
to strike. She stood up front with
me, and I saw a young lady become
a full-fledged angler as the stripers
continued to hammer her lure.
I could tell that the current was
being reduced, and I knew the
bite was about over.
All at once, the big striper
struck Catherine's lure and the reel
screamed as the line stripped off,
heading for the deeper waters.
I only coached. Catherine did

all the work as the big fish tried
all the tricks to escape. After a
couple of rockfish hit your line,
you can tell right away when the
next one strikes and tries to take
your tackle.
Catherine stood right there beside
her grandfather. She fought that
striper for seven minutes! She was
all smiles, even before we were
able to get the fish in the net.
That was a chore.
Finally, the rockfish striper came
up and I was able to net it. It
was 18 to 20 inches long and
pushing four pounds. None of us
on board that day will ever forget the battle and eventual victory by Catherine Crass. There will
be pictures soon!
Laken followed shortly after with
the biggest fish she has ever caught.
What a day! Unfortunately, the
current stopped moving the baitfish. The action died right there.
I spoke with Krista later, and we
definitely will do this again soon.
I was out again the next day
with my good friends from South
Fulton. Berry and Kateland love
to chase the stripers as much as.
we do, so that was an easy choice!
Again, the current wasn't there.
We picked a little here and there
without really catching a bunch
like we had hoped.
I will have them back over,

(From left) David, Kyle and Jacob Ellington show off part of their striper catch after an
outing with Ledger columnist and fishing guide Jerry Maupin at Kentucky Beach Resort.
provided that their ballgame sched- niques the proper moves for recov- some action every time!
These guys were hungry for
ery when the fly went to the right
ules allow it.
We traveled from one
stripers.
place.
Derek Phillips and Hector MerAfter about an hour, I was com- place to another because the currell came down from Louisville
to catch some more big bluegill fortable in the knowledge that Derek rent was a little slack and the fish
that were feeding on the newly- had dreamed about learning how were slow at times. However, we
hatched mayflies. We had been to fly fish for so king that he caught and kept some great stripers.
The Burgin family was happy
catching dozens of them when would remember how to fish the
again. I hope we see them for
folks wanted some fast, fun action way I taught him.
We had 90 big bluegill in the another 20 years of fishing!
on light tackle.
Joe and Dorothy Phillips are
Derek had mentioned a desire livewells and some more in the
threw
like
we
family to us, as well. We
ones
the
Including
cooler.
so
flyrod,
a
to learn how to use
I said that I would teach him how back, we took in around 140 bluegill have been chasing the stripers a
few trips this summer, having to
to really have fun catching bluegill! that day!
I was also able to fish with work a little harder than usual. HowAs luck would have it, a big
hatch of new flies were hanging some great friends of mine, Ed ever, the heat wave that came
in the shoreline trees upon our and Patsy Burgin. The Burgins through this week set the stage
arrival. We used the ultra-light brought their sons, Brett and Craig, for some fantastic striper action.
spinning gear first so that we could along with them. Those boys prac- The current was stronger and lastget Some meat for them to `take tically grew up in a boat, and ed longer, which allowed the stripers
to feed better.
spent a lot of time with me.
home.
We found them active on TuesBrett and Craig have fished with
This is the fastest method, and
and Wednesday. We couldn't
day
both
Now,
years.
20
about
for
me
constant
it's also fun. There was
action from the first cast to the boys are married. Brett has two have been happier! They socked
last. Man, those gills, were stuffed boys of his own, and Craig just our lures hard enough to hurt our
found out he is going to be a par- elbows and make our reels scream!
to the max and tough to land!
We hooked some of the finest
by winter or early spring.
ent
I. had both livewells full by the
We went after the stripers and rockfish we have ever seen. They
time we decided to fly fish, so I
became a little more selective when found some hot action just around seemed to be running between 18
the corner. There was w..-ifttle cur- and 20 inches long and around
it came to size.
Derek was a good student. He rent, and the shad were moving. three to four pounds apiece!
Happy Fishing!
grasped the fly placement tech- That combination will get you

Yes, snipe season really exists in western Kentucky

1

We all know the snipe-hunting
story — some of you know 'it too
well.
Many a youngster or seasonedbut-naive character has fallen
victim to the
ubiquitous snipe
hunt ruse that
usually involves
a late night trip
into the woods
with a group of
a
-buddies",
paper bag and a
flashlight.
In The
As a dubiField
ously bestowed
By Kenny
honor, the naive
Darnell
one is told to
stand deep into
Outdoors
the woods where
Columnist
he or she will
hold the sack
open at the ground while focusing the beam of the flashlight
therein.
The other members of the hunting party then quickly disperse to

serve as "drivers", rousting the
reticent snipe from its roosting place
and causiimg tI1,.pootoonfused-ereature to run willy-nilly around the
woods (why the snipe doesn't take
flight at this conjuncture remains
yet a mystery to me) until it spies
refuge in the form of an open
sack that is illuminated as one would
illuminate one's front door.
Upon discovering the convenient and well-lit refuge, the snipe
runs headlong into the bag, whereupon the "honored" guest quickly
snatches it up being careful to
close off the opening in the process
so as to trap the snipe inside.
The reality of the prank is that
the "drivers" quickly disperse to
more comfortable confines to laugh
uproariously at the unsuspecting
dupe left literally holding the bag
out in the dark woods.
But before you dismiss snipe
hunting as a mere hoax, check out
the 2004-05 Kentucky Hunting
Guide for dove, wood duck, teal,
woodcock, crow, and snipe - that's
right. snipe.

'Not that even this is the final and cinnamon teal, in addition to
guide of the year, mind you. There wood ducks. The limit is four ducks.
are more Feds out there who have Only two of which may be woodtheir own final words about hunt- ies.
I was disappointed that no local
ing ducks other than woodies and
teal, and geese in all colors and fields were listed in the guide for
public dove hunting. It had been
configurations.
We can only hope that the the hope of many early on that
Waterfowl Hunting Guide cups Calloway County would have a couwings and lands in time for the ple of fields, but the nearest fields
are in Graves or Livingston counwaterfowl season.
By the way, the Snipe Guide ties.
I have spoken with landowners
is available on the KDFWR website, www.fw.ky.gov . I have not who had few complaints about
yet noticed any copies at Massey's their p9blic fields and others who
Citgo or at finer sporting goods were thoroughly dissatisfied. The
stores in the area. This may be major complaints from landowndue in part to the retirement of ers are the amount of trash left
long-time Capt. Gerald Alexander in the field, people driving in the
from the ranks of conservation field and the lack of 'supervision
by KDFWR personnel.
officers.
Perhaps these are ispes that
The dates to remember are Aug. •
21, the squirrel season opener, can be resolved before planting
Sept. I, the dove opener, and Sept. time next spring so that more peo4, opening day for archery deer ple can enjoy a dove hunt nearby.
and the early goose season.
There has been a lot of hope
The early wood duck and teal
season will run Sept. 15-19. It invested in the changes in Frankincludes blue-winged,green-winged 'fort by the sportsmen of this area.
The KDFWR is already opening
dialog with hunters and fishermen
about their concerns for the
resource.
COMPLETE LINEBORING SERVICE
In a poll of statewide hunters.
the hunters of the First Wildlife
• Quality Guaranteed
District were the least satisfied
• Competitive Prices
with the way the KDFWR man• Full Service Machining & Welding Shop
ages the deer herd even though
the First District has one of the
Contact Bill Elliott
best deer herds in the state.
Elliott Tool Company
communication
Effective
Hwy. 79 N., Paris, TN
between the KDFWR and the

According to this the latest Kentucky hunting guide to be published,
-the common snipe season is open
Sept. 15 through Oct. 31, then
reopens Nov. 25 through Jan. 23,
2005.
The daily limit is eight snipe
per hunter. I don't know if I've
ever seen eight snipe in my life
and would be remiss to speculate
whether there are at least eight
snipe in the whole of west Kentucky.
But, nonetheless, there is a season for them — the taking of
which does not always involve a
sack and a flashlight.
The reason this latest hunting
guide is later than and separate
from the big red-letter edition of
the Fall and Spring Hunting Guide
is because it deals with Federal
birds.
Since the Feds always insist upon
having the last word on such matters, the word for doves, wood
ducks, teal, and snipe does not
always arrive in time to be included in the former edition.
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hunters and fishermen will go a
long way toward preventing such
suspicion and mistrust.
Sportsmen and women are making their voices heard in other
ways, too. Melvin Henley, a candidate for state representative,
stopped me the other day to discuss issues raised by Willie Morris in a recent letter to the editor
regarding the quality of fishing on
the two big lakes. .
The League of Kentucky Sportsmen have reorganized under the
leadership of President Ronnie
Wells. It is once again becoming
an effective advocate for sportsmen's issues.
Also, the First Wildlife District
has a new wildlife commissioner
— Charlie Martin of Ballard County.
Mr. Martin is an avid duck hunter
and will be an able advocate for
wildlife issues in our end of the
state. I'm sure he will be eager
to represent our concerns and ideas
before the Wildlife Commission in
Frankfort.
So it is obvious that the hunters
and fishermen of this area have
captured the attention of both candidates and lawmakers alike. As a
group. we have considerable weight
to throw around when it comes
to wildlife issues — especially when
the changes are coming from the
top down.
It's an exciting time for sportsmen in all of Kentucky. Now is
the time to step up and make our
voices heard.
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MHS grad
credits band
with helping
her in life
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Terri McDonald has enjoyed
success in just about everything
she has tried.
She has amassed four separate degrees.
Since moving
Cedar
to
Falls, Iowa in
1985, she has
held multiple
faculty position at the
University of
Northern
that
McDonald Iowa
have allowed
her to be heavily involved with
helping the groundbreaking Iowa
Communications Network bring
electronic classrooms within short
distances of every resident.
She also has become involved
with foreign exchange programs
through UNI, allowing her to
travel abroad and be part of several important conferences in the
name of achieving peace worldwide, including one hosted in
Jordan that was viewed by thousands on the Internet.
However, as far as she is concerned, one thing paved the way
for all of those things — her
time as a student at Murray High
School with special emphasis on
her experiences with MHS' band
program.
"I owe a lot to Joe Sills. I
just felt like he was the key person to helping me develop good
leadership skills, along with my
mentors in general," said McDonald of MHS' director during her
time as a band member which
included a magical venture northward in her senior year of 1977.
That is when MHS, with a group
smaller than the other competitors, stole the show at the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater
by winning the national title.
"I can't tell you the sense of
fulfillment we had," she recalled.
"Through that, though, you also
recognize the importance of
achieving a common goal. We
had 158 members up there and
the rest of them were way more
than that, but we marched our
butts off and won it."
Every now and then, the former Terri McConnell, daughter
of Jerry McConnell of Murray
and Sandra Lucas of Houston.
Texas, says she returns to those
days by reaching for the same
trumpet case she had in those
days and tries to see if she can
still handle the solo for the band's
signature number, "The Way We
Were."
"I just can't pick it up and
play as well as I did, of course,"
said McDonald, who was able
to satisfy her band contest craving last week by attending the
Third Annual Drums Between the
Rivers drum corps competition
at Murray State University, where
she continued her success in
music for a time after graduating from MHS before her directions began changing.
It started a few years into her
MSU stay, where her love for
the outdoors guided her to an
outdoors education degree, then
a masters in environmental education and media. And though
she admits to not really know-

It does, though,
all come back
to my time in
band. At Murray
High, I ended
up as president 77
of the band,
which I believe developed a lot of my
leadership skills. I
was first-chair trumpet there and at
Murray State, where
I was also president
of that band while I
was there. Those
prepared me.
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Center dedicated to assisting sexual assault victims
Murray and Calloway County are fortunate funding from the Murray-Calloway County
to have a local satellite office of the Rape United Way. We rely upon the continued finanCrisis Center. Under the direction of Carolyn cial support of the United Way and we want
Smith, the Rape Crisis Center is the only to stay and serve the needs of Calloway Counorganization in Calloway County that is ded- ty."
Bidwell identified several needs of the Rape
icated to assisting sexual assault.--seictims.
The agency's mission is to provide support Crisis Center: volunteers to answer phones and
for victims of sexual assault, educational out- man the hotline; men's and women's sweatreach, counseling, training and coordination suits, socks, T-shirts, under garments and slipwith local courts and law enforcement agen- pers; new and used cell phones; and volunteers to serve on the Rape Crisis Center Board.
cies
"Our board meets once a month and we
The Rape Crisis Center was borne of a
need identified by nurses who were handling can always use volunteers to serve," Bidwell
calls and assisting rape victims through the said. "We need the clothing items because
emergency room at Western Baptist Hospital sexual abuse victims usually have their clothing placed into evidence for potential crimiin Paducah.
"Fifteen years ago, our first office was lit- nal proceedings."
Anyone who is interested in volunteering
erally a closet at 'Western Baptist Hospital,"
said Anne Bidwell, community outreach coor- or donating items should call the local office
dinator. "The nurses there initiated a 24-hour at 753-5777.
Bidwell said she is proud of the efforts of
hotline and applied for a grant to get our
offices started. We now have offices in Ben- the local staff of nine dedicated counselors.
"The staff is a group of great people who
ton, Mayfield, Paducah and Murray serving
are committed to helping prevent sexual abuse
the needs of more than 500 clients a year.'
"... The Murray office is our largest satel- through education and assisting victims when
lite office and we receive all of our local those efforts break down," she said. "Our folks

Umbrella Organization
donate their time on weekends and truly go
above and beyond what is normally expected."
The Rape Crisis Center is located in the
Weaks Community Center at 607 Poplar St.
It is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and can also be reached at
753-5777 for further information or appointments with counselors. The center can also be
contacted 24 hours per day on its hotline at
1-800-928-7273 or through its Web site at
www.rapecrisisky.org.
All of the services prostided by the Rape
Crisis Center are free and absolutely confidential.

Tickets On Sale liow!
Broutht to you by the 100th Kentucky State Fair
fiutust 19-29, 2004

— Terri McDonald
ing where life will take her in
the coming years, she says there
seems to be a tug toward returning to her outdoor roots in some
fashion.
"I was always kind of a tomboy.
I always was the type that loved
to go fishing with my dad. and
I worked two or three summers
at Land Between the Lakes, and
I love national parks," she said,
noting one of her final tours of
summer duty came in 1986 when
she worked at Yellowstone National Park. "I never sat down as a
kid and said that I'd like to be
a college professor. I never had
a grand plan like that. I guess
you could say it's evolving every
day for me.
"It does, though, all come back
to my time in bAnd. At Murray
High, I ended up as president of
the band, which I believe developed a lot of my leadership skills.
I was first-chair trumpet there
and at Murray State, where I
was also president of that band
while I was there. Those prepared me.
"My job. really, is solving problems, which I've been able to
do in everything I've tried."
Along with getting reacquainted with outdoors projects.
she said helping people better
understand one another's culture
is now also a main priority. In
2000, she participated in the International Institute for Peace
Through Tourism World Conference in Amman. Jordan that was
hosted by Jordan's king. Among
the speakers was Kofi Annan,
the secretary general of the United Nations.
"This reminds me of an
exchange program with Russia I
was involved with several years
ago. At that time, we were made
to believe that their people were
evil, bin.when you went over there,
we saw they were just like us,"
she said, noting she will be heading course at UN1 this year dealing with how perceptions, especially those presented by the
media, come to be seen as the
truth.
"That's really bothersome to
me. Those things are really affecting people. and, when you're
talking about young people especially, these are ideas that can
affect them for the rest of their
life." she said. "There needs to
be a lot more understanding of
people. I just want them to get
along"

Breakable light bulbs being recalled
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"Cruzan Rum presents Kenny Chesney's
Guitars,Tiki Bars and a Whole Lot of Love Tour"
with special guest Uncle Kracker
Thursday, August 19
Freedom Hall,8 p.m.

$41 - SOLD OUT

ZZ Top with special guest Saliva
Friday, August 20
Freedom Hall,8 p.m.
$36

Coors Light presents Brooks & Dunn
with special guests Gary Allan and Josh Turner
Saturday, August 21
Freedom Hall,8 p.m.
$36

Coors Light presents Rascal Flatts
with special guest Chris Cagle
Sunday, August 29
Freedom Hall,8 p.m.
$36

Tickets to these concerts are available at the Freedom Hall Ticket Office and all Ticketmaster outlets.
Charge by phone at(502) 361-3100 or 1-800-487-1212, or purchase online at www.ticketmaster.com using
Ticketfast. ticketmaster
All ticket prices include $1 facility fee and gate admission to the 100th Kentucky State Fair.
Tickets subject to availability.
For more information about concerts and the other exciting events at the 100th Kentucky State Fair, visit:

www.kystatefair.org
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Elvis may be gone,
but marketing keeps
No. 1 hits coming
By WOODY BAIRD
Associated Press Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP)

It's
been 27 years since Elvis Presley
died, but the hits keep coming.
"And he's still getting No. I
hits." said Joe DiMuro, whose job
is coming up with new records
for a singer who isn't inalking any
more since he died on Aug. 16,
1977.
"His music, his image can be
packaged in a way that makes
him as relevant today as it did
30 years ago." DiMuro said.
"There's always a new market for
it."
And, of course, there's always
the old market.
Fans like John Beach — who
will be among the several thousand Elvis faithful coming to Memphis for the death anniversary —
are always hungry for more records,
CDs, videos and DVDs, no matter how many times they're reissued or reworked.
"They've got us over a barrel." said Beach, president of the
Elvis Presley Fan Club of Florida. "Like with 'That's All Right,'
we could have four or five copies,
and if they come out with another one, we're going to go out and
buy it, too."
"Elvis Week," which officially
begins today, hits its climax Aug.
15 with a fan procession past
Presley's grave and a candlelight
vigif-that-rrins—through the night.
In the week preceding the vigil,
fans will attend club meetings and
dances, tour Graceland — the
Memphis home where Presley died
of heart disease and drug abuse
at age 42 — and generally revel
in all things Elvis.
And, of course, they'll shop.
Among the new stuff for them
this year are the CD "Elvis At
Sun" and two DVD boxed sets
of Presley's most famous TV specials, all of which already are
selling briskly.
Presley's first record, "That's
All Right," was no big hit when
he recorded it at Sun Studio in
1954. But reissued this year, it
quickly became the top seller in

the United States on Billboard's
singles chart.
"It just turned No. 1 around
the world 50 years after it was
recorded. That's exciting," Beach
said from his Jacksonville, Fla.,
residence.
Such success is no surprise for
DiMuro and his colleagues at BMG
Strategic Marketing Group. They
along with Elvis Presley Enterprises, the business arm of the
singer's estate, are in the business of keeping Elvis in business.
They scored big over the past
two years with remixes of Presley singles "Rubberneckin" and
"A Little Less Conversation" and
with the CDs "Elvis 30 I Hits"
and "Elvis 2nd To None."
Since most of Presley's music
is already well known, the basic
idea is to repackage the material,
while upgrading the sound with digital technology.
"The overall approach the last
couple of years has been to create new genre format records,"
DiMuro said. "We just did an
Elvis gospel record this past spring
which has done over 150,000
units."
That puts the Presley CD in
the top 15 of the several hundred
Christian music albums produced
so far this year, says the Gospel
Music Association.
Another way to produce a new
hit is to rework an old recording
in the studio, as was - done- with
"Rubberneckin" and "A Little Less
Conversation."
"The vocals are always intact,"
DiMuro said, "but sometimes we
change the cadence .of the song,
the tempo of the song. We may
do a dance club remix. We may
do more of a contemporary remix
that will be featured at Top 40
radio stations."
Regardless of how it's done,
DiMuro expects the flow of new
Elvis releases to continue. After
all, Presley recorded more than
900 songs. plus BMG has plenty
of studio outtakes and unreleased
versions of many Elvis records.
"That's a lot of music?," DiMuro
said. "We have a lot of material
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to work with."
And the fan base keeps growing.
"What we're finding out is
when we do these types of remixes and repackages and different
advertising campaigns, we're reaching a younger demographic,"
DiMuro said.
The older demographic, which
includes Beach at age 54, is as
loyal as ever.
Even though he already had
severil taped versions orivresley's
TV specials, he snatched up the
DVDs as soon as they came out.
"I got two of each," Beach
said. "One to play and one to
keep."
The DVDs include practice sessions and previously unreleased
material with Presley on stage and
off. The original shows were 60minute broadcasts.
The "Comeback" reissue, retailing at $49.98, is a three disc set
running seven hours. "Aloha,"
retailing at $30.99, is a four-hour,
two-disc set.
"You've got to find creative
ways to keep them entertained,"
DiMuro said, "to keep them coming back."
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PGA Tour Sunday 1* . 2 "Bdiy Mad:sof/-

Movie: *a** "Patton"(1970, Biography) George C Scott. LPG'

Shoo-

Charac- Movie: 'Sahara"

Movie: *** -Finding Forreste,"(2000)

Bic 79!

ABE

35 35 44 27 Paid

Paid

Old

Ask This Breakfast-Arts

FAN

36 53 36 2 Feed

Facts

Bey-

Bey-

NICK

37 22 24 4 Tiny

CatDog Rocket Rocket

HON

43 36 18

Paid

Paid

House

House

Rescue Fix It Up Before

SPIKE

44 33 30 23 Paid

Paid

Paid

Paid

Frederick Price

'RATES AND TERMS MAY VARY DEPENDING ON PROPERTY TYPE AND LOAN TO VALUE

WTBS

MANY OTHER LOAN PROGRAMS AVAILABLE

TOON
COURT

52 26 21 13 13.30) Movie: "Aliens"(1986) Movie: *a* "Batman"(1989) Michael Keaton,! Movie: sin* "The Mummy"(1999, Horror)(PA)!
Poke- Yu Gi
Jackie Turtles Movie:* "Pokemon: The First Movie" Scooby Scooby
Cattanooga Cats Looney Tunes
NYPD Blue!
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
66 61
Paid
Paid
Paid

• RATES STARTING AT 250. BELOW PRIME (*CURRENTLY 4,000'.)
• ABSOLUTELY NO PMI(MORTGAGE INSURANCE) WITH UP TO 95°. LOAN-TO-VALUE
• WORKS FOR PURCHASES AND REFINANCES OF PRIMARY RESIDENTS. VACATION
HOMES AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY
EXAMPLE: $300,000 LOAN = $ 1,000 MONTHLY PAYMENT

(270) 753-7407

RITA'
eat Repeat,

VDOL
COST°
REN-fAL

Men • Women • Children
Tacky ronnals 50's-70's Styles • Maternity • Nursing

All Summer Items 20% - 75% Off hi August!
Name Brand Clothes Out Daily • More $1 Items First of Month
Open Alan -•-iat_ 10 am-b pm • EitIS S 17th SL • 7112-0707

Sunday, August 8
Services begin at 11:00 a.m.
Potluck dinner immediately following services.

Bobby Jones

Decades: The Greatest Hits of Country

Smash Hits of Country

Land-

Neutron Neutron Robot
Yard

WIVE Exper,

Land-

Restore

Top

Car

Shelter Dogs X

Lift Every Voice

Gospel Fannie

Insider 1op20 Countdn

Movie: **'2 "Wild Amenca"( 997)'PG' Movie: it' 2 "Siventan"(2002) My Uncle Berns (in Stereo) ''SWAT"
Movie: 'Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets"(2002) X Movie: "True Lies"(1994)'R'

HBO

150 71 51

Movie

765 72 54

(4:30) Movie

SHOW

791 73 52

(4:25) Movie

Movie: ix xi 'Fluke"(1995 X= Movie: *'2 "Joe's Apartment" lAovie: "Mississippi Burning"(1988)'P' '77ie Daytrippers"

DISH

78 31 57

Pooh

Koala.

FLIX

715

(4:55) Movie: "Ret-Thing.'

14802

652

Movie: "Look Who's Talking" Movie: *v ' Hiding Out"(1987)'PG-13' Movie: *** "Catch Mail You Can"(2002)'PG-13'1*** 'Breakdown"

"Police Academy 4. Patrol"

Bear

Stanley Wiggles JoJo _Wiggles Stanley Rohe _House "Land Before Time-Freeze" Lilo
Movie: vat "Tme Bandits"(1981)'PG' Movie: Irapeze"(1956)'NR' Movie: *** "The Caretakers")1963)

A-Charter B-Murray Electric
C-Mechacom D-Galaiy

SUNDAY AFTERNOON

AUG.8, 2004

3:00 1_ 3:30
To Be Announced Basketball United States at Turkey.! X Games(m)!

ABCD 12:00 12:30 1:00
WKRN-ABC 2 2

1:30

2:00 1 2:30

Paid

Paid

Basketball United States at Turkey X X Games(Live)!

WSIIV-NBC 4 4

GRC

Turn 4

HAS-

WIVE-CBS 5 5

Auto Racing: Arnenr.an Le Mans

WSIL-ABC

3 3 3

VIBI3J-ABC 7 7

Steel

Basketball United States at Turkey.! X Games Live(!

Andre Rieu: Live In Tuscany ..X

Hints for Health: A Nurse's More
_vie:**'2 "Futuresport"(16981

The Lost World XWild and Wacky

WGN

16 38 9 10 The Lost World X NightMan X

INSP

17 83 28

Facts

News! ABC
CBS

Breakthrough!

Contrary Journal Louis-

Uftimate Living

ABC

6:00 1 6:30
X Games(Live)

News

PGA Golf The International - Final Round (Live)!

HAS.

Inspir-

5:00 1 5:30

X Games(Live)

NBC

Dateline NBCI

News

60 Minutes X

_NASCAR Racing Nextel Cup Senes -- Bnciryard 400 (In Stereo Live) News! NBC

Paid

7 Paid

4:00 1 4:30

NASCAR Racing Nextel Cup Senes - Bnckyard 400 (In Stereo Live) News

WPSD-H8C 6 6 6 6 Paid

News

Dateline NBC X
X Games(Use)

Cliff Richard: World Tour

Visions of Italy

Movie: ** "Chain or Command-(2000) King-Hill!Malcolm
Cheaters!

!
PGA Golf Tre International - Final Round (Live)

Blind

5th

Texas Ranger

!
60 Minutes
NightMan "Dust" Mutant x -a

News X CBS

MLB Baseball Cleveland Indians at Chicago White Sox X
Coral Ridge Hour Relig
Fellow- Frazier Family

Turning Baptist

Pilo-

Work-

Garden Keep Up Summer

What I

What I

Word

Explor- Ken-

_Ky Life

New This Old

Parkers Parkers MLB Baseball New York Mets at Si Lou s Cardinals (Live) Bully Vampire
ATP Tennis: Tennis Masters Series

Big

AnkerBig

SportsCenter X

Baseball Tonight

Horse Racing X'

Baseball

ESPN

24 29 26 8 2004 Pro Football Hall of Fame Induction (Live)!

ESPN2

25 30 25

MTV

26 ,49 27 24 Assist- 'Assist-

TNT

28 27 39 14 Movie: vi, "In the Line of Fire"(1993, Suspense) Movie: ***'; "Lethal Weapon 2 11989. Action)

Movie: vi': Payback ')1999 a"

TLC

29 41 41

Trading SpacesI Trading Spaces

UFE

30 52 31 31 Movie: "Her Last Chance' (19961 X

Drag Racing •

While You Out

WTA Tennis Rogers Cup - Final (Live) LPGA Golf: Jamie Farr Classic
Assist- [NewlyOverhaulin'

Newly-

Newly-

Ashlee _AsNee

AsNee

As/lee

Rides "Rat Rods' Trading Spaces! Trading Spaces
Movie: "Scared Silent-(2002, Drama)

USA

12 51 49 5 (11:00) Movie

Movie: *** Meet the Parents"(20X) The 4400"Pia'X

34 58 29

Movie:•a ia'2 'Stain 17(1953)William Holder

A&E

35 35 44 27 )i000) Movie

Movie: a. Mary Fieilly"(1996. Horror) Old

FAN

36 53 36 2 71h Heaven IIT

Movie: a: On the Line"(2001) X

Movie: as "Home Fnes"(1998)X

NICK

37 22 24 4 Arnold

Nick-

ChelkZone X

HGTV

(1 t.00)Movie

Thorn-

Nick-

Nick-

Nick-

The 4403 X

_Ask This Sell

Decorat-'Design- Design- Design

Nick-

SPIKE
WTBS

52 26 21 13 (11 301 Movie: "Deep Blue.' Movie: *a'i "Romeo Must Die'(2000) Jet LI X

TOON

65 32 50

Scooby-Doo

Power- 1Power. Totally _Lyoko

Turtles Titans

COURT

66 61

NYPD Blue X

'Fatal Vows Alexandra O'Hara-

-Murder in New Hampshire'

BET

67. X

BET Jazz Brunch BET Inspiration

70 34

Top20 Countdn

HBO

651 71 51

(1130) Movie: "S WA T 1 Movie:** 'Club Paradise"(1906)I

MAX

765 72 54

(10:30) Movie

SHOW

711 73 52

Movie

DISH

Sell
Nick-

Reel Homes

Champ Car World Series Racing

CICY

The 440011

Design _Mail-

Investigation

Movie: "Ns Tirne Around-(20031 X
Ginger

All That Romeo! Drake

Homes If Walls Spaces House
Police Videos

WIVE Heat

Movie:.** "The Monx"(1999)(PA) Keanu Peeves X
Justice _Ed,End Dexter
Island

Movie: a a'2 "Footloose"(198A) Kevin Bacon_

1R00111

Movie: **a* 'Parton" i 1970. e4ography) George C Scott 'PG'

43 36 18
Kitchen Sensible Home _Design
l
t
44 33 30 23 Hrsep- _Trucks! Police Videos

Police Videos

Come In Come In Room

Movie: us "28 Days"(2000, Drama(! ''Ore True LOve" X

AMC

GOSPEL SINGING 1:30 P.M.

•
•

Rangers Rangers Full lise, Full itse.

MAX

Pastor Rev. Don Faulkner Invites The Public
Church is located on Liberty Rd. Take 94E to 1346 turn right on 1346 to Liberty Rd.
rritarx
't \

Video Gospel

BET Morning Inspiration

WDKA-W8 22 16 10

HOMECOMING

Real TV Real TV Danger- Ride

70 34

WKNU-P8S 21 21 5 11 Ruke

ANNUAL

Spaces Ground Land-

67 39

KEYS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Auto Racing: Arrencan Le Mans

Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church

Spider

Sponge Sponge Oddpar- Oddpar- Phan-

BET

KBSI-Fox k 9 9 2 3 Movie: *** "Mad Max"(1979)

&riC

Rugrats Chalk-

CIF"

WOTY-UPN 10 17 11 30 (11.00) Movie

geala

Rangers Rangers Digimon Digimon Spider

65 32 50

lIONPT-PBS 8 8

Liberty

10:00 10:301 11:00 11:30 112:00 12:30

9:30

Whom?
.
Whose?

Movie:*** -Mystic Pizza"(1988) X

VOINV4110C 4 4

USA

Corisfenratern- Cioriiel

HE WORLD
OrF:
C
fE
SOCIETY
Vi.ICNEITSEUNRA
HOME OfTICE: OMAHA, NEBRASKA

9:00

Movie:**, "Mystic Pizza"(1988) X

VITIF-CIM 5 5

UFE

THE ULTIMATE IN MORTGAGE FLEXIBILITY

3.75%
Sheila Crouse
300 Maple St.
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

CD 7:00 1 7:30.1 8:00 1 8:30

WSL-ABC 3 3 3

TLC

ASK ABOUT FLEXSAVER!

Woodmen's Flexible Premium and Single
Premium Deferred Annuities are competitive alternatives to other savings plans.
The initial guaranteed rate* is

'That rate a guaranteed tor Me first alone; and then
Gen wary monthly o( can De locked in lot one year
Guaranteed ID lower than n

A B
Willie-ABC 2 2

AUG.7, 2004

A-Charter 5-Murray Electric
C4Micliscoal D-Ctalaxy

SATURDAY EVENING

WGN hews at Nine I Fresh Pr. Movie:,** -Night and me City"(1992. Drama) Roddord
inspirtionl Various
INSP
Feed
17 83 28
Homeland Scott
Gaither Homecoming -Gospel
CA.T.S. (Gospel ICelebra Heart
WKilli-PBS 21 21 5 11 Kentucky Ky Life
P.O.V. )ln Stereo) X Studio 89 Phish
Short List MHZ
Nature 'Big Red Roos" Nova (In Siete:At
WDKA-111 22 16 10
Mcivie: ** -Almost Heroes"(1998, Comedy) Movie: i a a "Skin Deep" I 19139) John Rider
Angel "LDney Hearts Beestilaster "Sisters"
ESPN
24 29 26 8 Baseball
,Baseball Tonight X SportsC,enter (Live) X
IX Games (Live) X

(4LOBAL MORTGAGE LINK. LL'

CEaTURING?

TV Listings published daft%

Holly-

Grim

Cramp

Ed, Edit

Justice Power-Justice

BET Inspiration

Stocked _Top 20 Couredown
Movie: *a'7 "High Canes"(2002) X

Country Music
Movie:. 2 "Simian"(2002)

78 31 57

._Movie: "Love Sanks"(1999) Movie: *** 'The Good Thiel(2002) X "Takrig Care of Business-R' "Harry Potter"
Movie:.: "Nobody's Baby"(2001)'R' Movie: *'7 "Son-in-Law"(1993)'PG-13' Movie:,': "They'(2002) X 'Arnencan Pres"
Phil
Lizzie _Even
Ulo
Lilo
_Kim
Berber- Kim
So
Proud Brace- Lizzie Phil
So

RIX

71

"DarkN's Dm Who's Got"

111302

152

_ _

Movie: a* 'Marano-(1968) Fabian.

Movie [Movie: **l'a 'Groundhog Day"(19931

.00

Movie: "Stardust Mernones" Movie: its "Time Bandits")1981)'PG'

Movie: *a'.'i Trench Kiss"(1995 i X

Movie: "Last Dance '' I 1996) [Movie: "Sister Act
:

1

